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Abstract: 

Diab has production waste such as PET and PES possibly can be used in the 
manufacturing. PET, PES, and PVC such polymers which cannot be degradable 
causing pollution, land degradation etc., and creating unbalance in sustainability. 
Therefore, it is prime responsibility of every industry to make proper policies to 
reduce production waste materials and play their role in this sustainability.  Now 
in this thesis, the company Diab in collaboration with Miljöbron Skåne wants to 
use their production waste thermoplastic polymer materials (PET & PES) in 
Additive Manufacturing and play their role for balanced sustainability.   

In this thesis, prime motive is to investigation of PET and PES in additive 
manufacturing. To accomplish the objectives, several techniques are used such as 
Qualitative and quantitative research method, Product Development, 5’Whys 
techniques. Also, analytical calculations will be performed to get idea on 
equipment installation and equipment process parameters. 

At the end of this research, objectives behind prime motive will be answered. And 
the objectives include checking materials feasibility with respect to additive 
manufacturing, in which form the material be manufactured to use in additive 
manufacturing, which optimum equipment will be most suitable for fulfilment of 
the task (with considering physical, mechanical, and analytical parameters). 
Depend on PET and PES characteristics, decided to selection of 3D printer.  

The Result shows that, the thermoplastic materials PET & PES are probably 
feasible with additive manufacturing with little considerations such as setting right 
combination of process parameters, the materials probably should manufacture in 
Wire filament. To manufacture the materials in filament a single screw filament 
extruder with hopper is chosen. FDM type techniques with suitable 3D printers 
are prescribed. 

 

Keywords: Polymers, Additive manufacturing, production waste materials, FDM, 
material feasibility, Wire or powder, 3D printers, filament extruder, process 
parameters, production line.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1. Potential of Additive manufacturing to reduce industrial waste for 
sustainable development 
Industrial revolution may had done miracles in the world, but it has also lead to 
birth of harmful production waste materials creating imbalance in the 
sustainability of the planet earth especially polymers causing land degradation, 
pollution, rising global warming etc., therefore for creating balance in 
environment it necessary to reduce and destroy this harmful plastic production 
waste materials. The thermoplastic materials PET and PES which are not 
completely degradable in the earth, can be recycled, interestingly both the 
materials have high recycling index. With right combination of parameters for 
polymer degradation it will be possible to use these materials in versatile 
applications. For Instance, according to (Igor A. Ignatyev, 2014)  effectual 
recycling should bounce new opportunities for rehabilitation of discarded 
materials into the economic cycle, and thus develops a sustainable solution for the 
plastic waste problems.  

One such application where these materials can be melded in is Additive 
Manufacturing. Technological advances in Additive manufacturing have proven 
that it can use these production waste materials to generate effective and efficient 
3D printed parts. For Instance, according to (Fabio Cruz, 2016) 3D printers and 
filament extruders can help polymers for a new way of recycling paradigm, which 
reverses the traditional standard of consolidating recycling of polymers which is 
uneconomical and energy intensive due to conveyance personified energy. 
Moreover, this idea will allow the examination of new foundation of materials and 
innovative composite materials for 3D printing, in order to advance the quality of 
objects manufactured by this technology.   

Advantages such as cheap equipment installation, good productive product, easy 
prototyping, sufficient material usage etc., have made it profound choice.  

1.1.1 Presentation of the Client  
The DIAB Group which is the leading competitor in Composite materials from 
the past sixty years having wide range of markets including Aerospace, Marine, 
Subsea, Transport, Wind energy, Sports & leisure, Construction, Radomes & 
antennas, and Other industries. Diab believes in necessity to make transformation 
on immense issues that matter to us all, therefore, keeps Sustainability one of its 
top business significances (Diab, 2017).  

Diab which is facing problem of production waste as it is dumped in landfills or 
burnt causing pollution, wants to use some part of production waste especially 
thermoplastic materials PET and PES in Additive manufacturing.  
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The materials PET and PES which are one of the hardest and innovative materials 
were used in Additive manufacturing in its virgin state. But in this case, The PET 
and PES materials are from production waste containing various impurities, fumes 
etc., therefore, it will be difficult to conclude directly whether is it possible to use 
the materials in Additive manufacturing.  

Now, DIAB in collaboration with Miljöbron Skåne (which is a Sustainable 
organisation) wants to investigate whether it possible to use the production waste 
PET and PES materials in additive manufacturing and how this production waste 
materials be converted in to additive manufacturing products.  

1.2. Aim of the Study 
The main objective of this thesis is to investigate if it is possible and how the 
production waste PET and PES materials can be used in Additive manufacturing. 
And build up theoretical knowledge and framework regarding, how the materials 
are feasible/not feasible with 3D printing technology, if feasible, which type of 
additive manufacturing technology is best suitable. Also, what are equipment 
needed including concerning physical, mechanical, and economic factors and in 
which form the materials be manufactured to use in 3D printers.   

 
Figure 1 Picture representation of Aim 

1.3. Problem Definition 
The main motive of this thesis is to conclude whether it is possible and how the 
materials PET and PES be used in Additive manufacturing.  To achieve the result 
the main objectives has been subdivided in to five objectives.  

To accomplish the task, the following should be answered: 

1. To investigate feasibility of Materials (PET & PES) in perspective of additive 
Manufacturing.   
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2. To select the forms of filament (such as wire or granulate) suitable for 
manufacturing a filament. 

3. Which type of manufacturing process is most suitable for plastic extrusion?  
4. Analytical calculation to obtain flow of material in extrusion process. 
5. Best suitable Additive Manufacturing Technology and available 3D Printers 

for the thermoplastic materials.  

  
Figure 2 Pyramid structure for objectives 

1.4. Limitations 
1. Materials Data including composition, properties, impurities present, are 

provided by company; therefore, testing of materials for the regarding will not 
be done.  

2. The Best possible manufacturing process, equipment’s needed with respect to 
production waste materials PET and PES will be stated but it may vary in 
practical experiment.  

3. At this moment company is only interested in knowing whether the materials 
can be used in Additive manufacturing or not, therefore, non- destructive tests 
for calculating strength, hardness, young Modulus will be future scope.     

4. Diab is only interested in theoretical evaluation at this moment, thus no 
practical experiments will be done.  

1.5. Individual responsibility and efforts during the project 

This thesis corresponds to two students; therefore, the work has divided in to two 
parts. The parts consisted of collecting information about materials from company 
engineers, selection of best suitable additive manufacturing technology, selection 
of best manufacturing process for the materials involves designing of instrument 
in cad software’s, making analytical calculations, and choosing best possible 3D 
printers. 

Suitable 3D 
printers 

Obtain 
parameters

Form of Materials in 3D 
prinetrs

Best suitable Additive 
manufacturing 

Materails Fesability 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 
The primary motive of this thesis is to use production waste material in 3D 
printers. For this purpose, the thesis is isolated into a couple of objectives which 
will give the outcome therefore; a deliberate methodology must be followed. 

2.1. Research Methods 
In this project, the whole task is divided into certain objectives that will fulfil the 
ultimate great result. For each objective, depending on the type, criteria, and 
assessment of objective, the method is chosen such for investigation type 
objective a qualitative or quantitative method is applicable. And where there are 
number of concepts, in which the best solution should be selected product 
development technique is applicable.  

In this thesis, there will be investigation based on information provided by 
company about the materials. Based on the facts provided by firm the 
investigation will be done to get the solution. Here, there will not be investigation 
based on empirical data and mathematical equation, relationships or any 
numerical, statistics, etc., the investigation will proceed such as the information 
from the company will be taken using in-depth interviews and observations were 
laydown, and regarding information were looked in concerned textbooks, 
scientific journals articles, and reports. Facts supporting the reasons will be 
provided to prove the statements.  

The methods that can be used for obtaining results: 

a. Qualitative research method 
b. Quantitative research method 
c. 5’ whys method 
d. Product development:  
e. Content Data analysis 
f. Scientific method  

(See appendix II for detailed information about Methods) 

Depending on objectives,   

i. Checking Material Feasibility:  

For this objective, methods such as Qualitative, Quantitative, and Scientific 
methods are applicable. From all these methods, results can be obtained but,  

As this thesis will be done based on the information provided by company, not on 
the mathematical calculations, empirical relations. The quantitative and Scientific 
methods, the results obtained will be more accurate and satisfying when the 
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analysis is based on empirical data and mathematical calculations. Therefore, 
these methods have been excluded.  

With Qualitative method exclusively using in-depth interviews, unstructured 
interviews there will be a chance of getting information from company and 
analyse data with respect to the goal to be obtained. Also, this method focuses 
facts and instances that support the result, thus this method is chosen. 

ii. In which form the materials be manufactured: 

This objective focuses on predicting in which form the materials be manufactured 
to use in additive manufacturing. For this Qualitative, quantitative, 5’whys 
techniques are applicable. Like the above objective, based on the information 
from company about material properties such melting point, stability, physical and 
mechanical properties, this objective has been solved. With 5’whys technique 
failure causes has been analysed and confirmed.  

iii. Which Manufacturing process is suitable for the materials to be 
processed in Additive manufacturing: 

For this objective, directly product development method was selected since, there 
are several options for selecting manufacturing process and equipment’s. 
Therefore, a systematic method is needed to analyse different processes and 
equipment’s to select best possible manufacturing process and equipment’s as 
well.   

iv. Suitable 3D printers for the materials 

To select the best 3D printers, methods such as quantitative, qualitative, scientific, 
and content data analysis methods are applicable. Methods Quantitative and 
Scientific techniques are excluded since these methods make it messy, also 
possible result will be not obtained.  

With Qualitative and Content data analysis methods, the result can be furnished 
with utmost accuracy, but with the objective, easy of selection with the methods 
in consideration, Content Data analysis is chosen.  
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2.2. Selection of method to the perspective object 
 

 
Figure 3 Selection of Methods for the respective objectives 

i. Checking Materials Feasibility: 

Intellectual investigation has done about PET and PES material for Additive 
Manufacturing. In this target, the principle reason is to check the material 
feasibility, and advise in which frame the material ought to be manufacture. While 
performing this goal, a strategy which incorporates scientific research, for 
example, collective evidence and discoveries. In this manner, qualitative research 
strategy will be utilized. Since this strategy comprises of an examination kind of 
looking for seeking responses to questions, deliberately utilizes a predefined set of 
methods to answer the question and generate discoveries of material. This strategy 
is most suitable since, as the thesis is focussed on theoretical information and 
won't any play out an experiment for feasibility. Thusly, it would gather empirical 
data from sources for example, interviews, scientific journals, and textbooks. 
Additionally, investigate in view of the portrayal of materials for instance 
Crystallization, Viscosity, molecular weight, thickness, Mold Shrinkage, 
contraction and collect evidence will set out the feasibility concept. 

ii. Form of the material (Powder or Wire):  

In this goal, the primary thought process is to choose in which form of the 
filament will be manufactured i.e., powder or wire. To accomplish the goal, 
qualitative research and 5'Whys methods will be useful. Since with the assistance 
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of qualitative research strategy, ready to locate the required data and give proofs 
concerning filament manufacturing. What's more, with 5'Whys system will 
guarantee further investigation of the failure causes of the materials. 

iii. Extrusion process for creating filament:  

Extrusion processes and their mechanisms have carried out with the help of 
qualitative research method for the materials (PET & PES).  Next, to apply 
product development techniques such as concept generation, concept evaluation 
for analysing and evaluating different extrusion processes with respect to filament 
criteria and selecting winning concept. Tools such as Design by Analogy, 
Morphology matrix for concept generation and Pugh chart for concept evaluation 
will be useful to make difference. Through this able to get theoretically which will 
be the best extrusion process that suits the material. And can find out which are 
extrusion processes are available that supports thermoplastic materials especially 
PET and PES.   

iv. Analytical flow calculation. 

Here, the calculation for finding out right combinations of temperature, pressure, 
intrinsic viscosity, and other properties that effect the material and process. also, 
factor concerning equipment cost and material cost that would be helpful for 
company in future for investment.  

v. Select 3D printing technology and 3D printers  

Depending on the which the form material be manufactured, the research will be 
proceed with qualitative means, by this there will be possibility of understanding 
which additive manufacturing techniques is most suitable for the materials, after 
that with analysis technique, it will be possible to get know the available 3D 
printers.  

2.3. Data collection 
For the motivations behind this research, in-depth interviews were utilized. In-
depth interviews are face to face and unstructured interviews, whose point is to 
recognize member's feelings, sentiments, and opinions with respect to the research 
subject. Interview performed through face to face and by phone.  

Number of the question considering kind of material as PES and PET.  

 How is the crystalline structure of material?  
 Density (specific gravity) of the material?  

After discussion, different members searching forward for positive enthusiasm 
about pre-investigation of material. It is an imperative angle to run with pre-
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investigation of the materials. Additionally, setting destinations as indicated by 
pre-think about and may go all through various difficulties in each step.  

Some sample questions that were asked in interviews are: 

i. What is the Composition of PET, PES in material with respect to the 
impurities? And what kind of the impurities? 

ii. What are the additives presenting in the materials? 
iii. What is the temperature at which material can be melted? And what 

are the glass transition temperatures?  
iv. What are the viscosity values and how to get low melt viscosity? 
v. There is any filler in materials?  

vi. Does this material pass from UV rays or not? 
vii. Any colorants flame retardants are used in materials or not? 

viii. How to control the viscosity and how to know the temperature at 
which viscosity will be perfect for making filament for 3D printers. 

ix. How to shorten the molding cycle times? 
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Chapter 3 Theory 
In this chapter, materials, processes involved, implementation of methodology to 
objectives will be told clearly. This chapter will lay down foundation for the 
results, conclusion, and future work chapters. 

 

Figure 4 overview of Theory Chapter 

3.1 Today’s utilization of PET and PES production waste materials  
According to European association of Plastics Recycling, 34% is recycled, 35% is 
energy recovered and 31% is dumped into landfills. Around 37 % of waste comes 
from Industry and trade sectors. In this industrial waste, recycling rate has reached 
up to 37.1% (EPRO, 2012).  Concerning to PET and PES polymers, PET which is 
number 1 in recycling has a recycling rate of 57% in Europe, however PET 
Industries have faced severe challenges, recycling 1.7 million tonnes against a 
processing capacity estimated around 2.1 million tonnes. As per statistics with 
recycling industry functioning rate was around 79% in 2014, lower than the 83% 
rate chronicled in 2013 (LETSRECYCLE, 2015).   

Over the years the recycled PET is used in engineering, films, fibers, food, and 
non-food beverage bottles as shown in graph.   

 

Figure 5 PET production waste material and graph showing PET recycled over the years (LETSRECYCLE, 
2015) 
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The PES material is growing rapidly across engineering resin industries and other 
out spacing supply. The latest material is largely used for electronics, automotive, 
and aerospace. The utilization rate of PES is climbing in rapid phase at 5-7% in 
the North America and Europe.  

 

Figure 6 PES production waste 

3.2. Additive Manufacturing 
Innovated in 1980s, additive manufacturing otherwise called Rapid Prototyping.  
According to (ASTM, 2013) American society for testing and materials (ASTM) 
the additive manufacturing is defined as a process of amalgamation of materials to 
manufacture 3D objects mostly layer by layer technique, as conflicting to 
subtractive industrial methods.   Synonyms: additive fabrication, additive 
processes, additive techniques, additive layer manufacturing, layer 
manufacturing, and freeform fabrication. Additive manufacturing is categorised 
based on type of deposition of material as shown in Table 1 such as binder jetting, 
material extrusion, direct energy deposition, material jetting, power bed fusion, 
sheet lamination, and vat-polymerisation.  

Additive manufacturing advances not only in commercial industrial applications 
such as building construction, customer oriented products but also in creative 
departments such as robotics, bio sciences, medical, aerospace etc., as shown in 
fig.7.  

 

Figure 7 Scope of Additive Manufacturing 
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Table 1: Astm classifications (ASTM, 2013) 

Process 
categories 

Technology Suitable Materials 

Binder Jetting  3D printing 
 Ink-jetting 
 S-print 
 M-print 

 Metal 
 Polymer 
 Ceramic 

Direct Energy 
Deposition 

 Direct Metal Deposition 
 Laser Deposition 
 Laser Consolidation 
 Electron Beam Direct 
 Melting 

 Metal 
 Polymer 

 

Material 
extrusion  

 Fused deposition  
Modelling  

 Polymer 

Material Jetting  Poly-jet  
 Ink-jet 
 Thermo-jet 

 Photopolymer 
 Wax 

Powder bed 
fusion 

 Selective laser sintering  
 Selective laser melting  
 Selective laser sintering 
 Selective laser melting 
 Electron beam melting 

 Metal 
 Polymer 
 Ceramic 

Sheet 
lamination  

 Ultrasonic consolidation  
 Laminated object 
 Manufacture  

 Hybrids 
 Metallic 
 Ceramic 

Vat 
polymerisation  

 Stereo lithography  
 Digital light processing  

 Photopolymer  
 Ceramic 

Depending on the Material type, melting temperature, quality of print, and 
economic parameters, the materials are categorized into different additive 
manufacturing technologies. For polymers, which don’t have fixed melting 
temperatures technologies such as binder jetting, direct energy deposition, 
material extrusion, powder bed fusion will be pertinent. But for production waste 
materials PET and PES, depending on material characteristics, quality parameters, 
and economic considerations. The Material extrusion and powder bed fusion 
technologies will closely be applied. Therefore, these fascinating two technologies 
will be investigated.  

3.2. Checking Material feasibility by using DSC technique 
For material feasibility, a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) test must be 
performed especially for polymers to know degree of crystallinity, heating, and 
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cooling to achieve prodigious physical and mechanical properties. DSC test is 
used to examine plastic materials to decide thermal changeovers. When the 
composition of materials is unknown, the thermal transitions are used to analyse 
materials. When the test is performed the percentage of crystallinity of the 
polymers can be ascended from crystallization/heating polymers of the DSC 
diagram as reference heat of fusion (HUMBOLDT, 2017).  

 
Figure 8 crystallization ‘peak’ in a plot of heat flow against temperature (HUMBOLDT, 2017) 

3.2.1. Checking Feasibility of materials in context with Additive 
Manufacturing (3D printing) 
The production waste PET and PES materials contain several homogenous and 
heterogeneous impurities, and these materials needs to be assessed before going to 
use in additive manufacturing. The feasibility can be analysed by studying the 
materials properties in context with additive manufacturing material requirements.  

3.2.1.1. Material properties of PET (C10H8O4) n  
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is formed by mixture of ethylene glycol and 
terephthalic acid. PET ranks number 1 in recycling index. Depending on the 
processing parameters and thermal processing the material may exit in both forms 
i.e., semi-crystalline as well as amorphous in nature. The structure of PET is 
shown in figure2. (essentialchemicalindustry, 2016) 

 

Figure 9 Structure PET (essentialchemicalindustry, 2016) 

The semi crystalline material may seem transparent (particle size under 500 nm) 
or obscure and white (molecule survey to a couple of micrometres) depending 
upon its precious crystal structure and particle size, about PET is described in 
Appendix IV A.  
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3.2.1.2. Behaviour of PET Material 
i. Crystallization:  

The semi crystalline PET is very tough, high impact resistance, and transparent. 
PET crystallizes slowly, for this reason nucleates are used to reduce the 
crystallization time and helps the material to crystallize at higher temperatures. 
The PET, as the temperature increases the crystallization also increases up to 
certain value approx.210C and crystallization breaks around 250C. The 
crystallinity depends on, Temperatures: for PET crystallization will start at 170-
180C up to 220C. Maximum crystallization is shown at 190C- 200C (Bilal 
DEMİREL1*, 2011). Crystallinity detailed explained in Appendix III.  

ii. Viscosity/ Density/ Molecular Weight:  
In PET, the spherulite growth rate decreases expressively with increasing the 
molecular weight, and the maximum spherulite radius is obtained at the highest 
crystallization temperature. The molecular weight has greater impact on 
Crystallinity, viscosity, stretching, and other mechanical properties. Greater is the 
molecular weight, increase in viscosity, stretching, and mechanical properties. 
The molecular weight can be increased by adding chain extenders. In the given 
material as stated it contains chain extenders there is a possibility of high 
molecular weight resulting in good viscosity for making filament. Viscosity for 
mono-filament the viscosity is presented in Table 2. Screw extruder at low rpm, 
slow cooling should be suitable for attaining required crystallinity. 

Table 2: The Table shows viscosity values of typical Pet grades (Source: Wikipedia) 

Material Intrinsic Viscosity 

Monofilament, engineering plastic 1,00-2,00 

iii. Molding cycles: Since PET shows slow cooling for attaining crystallization 
increase in Molding cycle times and higher processing temperatures.  

iv. Mold Shrinkage and contraction: 
Due to flexible nature of PET, under proper conditions such as processing at 
proper filament temperatures, viscosity, 3d printer print settings, the material is 
less prone to shrinkage and wrapping. This also have advantage in getting perfect 
dimensions with tolerances.  

v. Mechanical properties: 
PET is stronger, flexible, and easy to print than the PLA, ABS materials. The 
material is Amorphous, more advantages in terms of strength, impact resistance. 
Semi Crystalline PET (PET) has the High toughness, Excellent slip and wear 
properties, Low shrinkage, High dimensional stability, High transparency. At 
temperatures above 80 °C, Young’s Modulus declines considerably (Oswald, 
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2012).  The viscosity and molecular weight have greater impact on mechanical 
properties such as, with increase in molecular weight there will be increase in 
strength and stiffness. 

vi. Hygroscopic property of that material:  Amorphous material with Talc as 
additive have properties to act as barrier from water, oxygen, nitrogen etc., But 
drying process will be carried at 110C for 3 hr to remove the moisture content, 
fumes etc., Without drying process, the material will behave weirdly such as 
sticking to the 3D printer filament extruder, holes, reduced quality print. 

vii. Thermal properties:  
The amorphous PET has comparable higher thermal properties than other 
filaments such as PLA, ABS. but the properties will be affected by mixing of 
additives. The graph between molecular weight and viscosity is mentioned in 
figure 7. 

 
Figure 10 the graph between Molecular weight and viscosity (osswald, 2012) 

viii. Benefits of the PET material. 

 Crystallinity at higher temperatures can be achieved. 

 PET shows low shrinkage and wrap of 3D printing products. 

 Good mechanical, thermal properties, stretching properties 

 With excellent material combination, showing good in terms of surface finish, 
clarity, and Quality of the product. 

ix. Limitation of the PET material  

 higher molding cycles it takes filament manufacturing time 

 Higher processing temperatures and Slow crystallizations 

3.2.1.3. Material properties of Polyether Sulphone (C12H8O3S) 

Polyether sulphone is an advanced thermoplastic polymer. Stability at high 
temperatures and good toughness, hardness are its superior qualities. The mixture 
contains the subunit aryl-SO2-aryl group, the portraying quality the sulfone group. 
Polysulfones were presented in 1965 by Union Carbide (Jimmy Lawrencea, 
2008).  
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Figure 11 Polysulfone repeating unit (Jimmy Lawrencea, 2008) 

This material is one of the new high temperature plastics. The polymer is 
prescribed for high temperature applications up to 180°C. Without any flame 
retardants, it shows very low flammability.  And there is little change in 
tolerances of electrical properties in the temperature range of 0-200°C. The 
material can be effectively processed with conventional moulding equipment as 
such of low profile polymers. The applications include aircraft heating ducts, 
terminal blocks, engine manifolds, bearings, grilles, tool handles, and non-stick 
coatings. The given production waste material Polyether sulphone is amorphous 
in nature with little amount of impurities such as Talc with melt temperature of 
340 to 390C and viscosity number 48-51 (see Appendix IV B).   

3.2.1.4. Behaviour of PES  
i. Crystallinity: The Material is amorphous in nature, PES will have transparent 

visibility. Upon crystallization PES solubility decreases because of bond 
distribution in inter molecular chain resulting in week structure. Increase in 
crystallization of PES may result into good and profound structure and therefore 
high temperature applications. The material needs to be melted at temperature 
between 350C -390C.  As like PET, PES also crystallizes slowly. Temperatures 
and cooling system setting is vital here. 

ii. Viscosity/Molecular weight: the viscosity number lies between 48 to 51. The 
molecular weight of PES has impact on crystallization and other important 
properties. With right combination of temperature pressure and melt flow rate, 
appropriate viscosity can be achieved. 

iii. Molding cycle: The material crystallizes slowly, higher molding cycles. Back 
pressure is needed to support the extrusion process to achieve the target. 

iv. Shrinkage and wrapping: the material has low mold shrinkage because of its 
inter molecular structure.  

v. Mechanical properties: As material PES contains subunit aryl-SO2   - aryl, it is 
known for holding its properties over a wide range of temperatures. It has 
outstanding strength, transparent, anti-hygroscopic properties at certain 
temperature and with variant colours. Due to its high temperature and dimensional 
stability replacing metals, ceramics in industries. Low rate of wear in absence of 
conventional lubricants. 

vi. Hydrolysis:  the material shows excellent resistance towards aqueous solutions 
even at higher temperatures, prior to melt processing the material should be dried 
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at temperature of 150C. Failure to dry the material yields components with 
bubbling or surface streaking. 

vii. Thermal properties: one of most convenient methods of assessing the heat 
stability of a plastic is to measure the half-life of the tensile strength at a given 
temperatures. The tensile half-life is defined as the time taken at a given 
temperatures for 50% loss in tensile strength, as measured at room temperature.  

viii. Benefits of PES  

 Low flammability  

 Exceptional electrical properties at elevated temperature 

 Transparent and Brilliant chemical resistance 

 Easily processed and Low mode shrinkage 
ix. Limitations of PES 

 Higher molding cycles 

 High processing temperature 

 Slow crystallization 

3.3. Manufacturing the filament in which form 

The polymers such as PET and PES which are not photo polymers will be 
categorised in FDM or powder bed fusion type extrusion in additive 
manufacturing.  For FDM type filament, all the polymer filaments are 
manufactured using filament extrusion process. And for Powder bed fusion, 
before printing in 3D printers, the materials are tested with electromagnetic rays, 
if the materials accomplish the all the necessary properties after these degradation, 
then material will be grinded in to fine powder for powder bed fusion extrusion in 
3D printing.   

3.3.1. Quantitative research method 
A. Polyethylene terephthalate  

PET can be manufactured easily with conventional equipment such as single 
screw extrusion when manufactured in wire material will maintain its stability and 
properties. Polyethylene terephthalate will crystallize slowly, needs to be cooled 
rapidly at certain rate to maintain structure, visibility, and more importantly 
mechanical properties.  When manufactured in wire, material will maintain the 
same raw material properties after extrusion.  And will not lose its molecular 
structure when polymer degradation is done.  And the PET extrusion process will 
be explained in section of extrusion. The structure of Polyethylene terephthalate 
contains two building blocks terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol.  Here, the 
terephthalic acid which will absorb the emissions such as UV and is stable 
towards photo degradation. And on other side ethylene glycol which does not 
absorb UV but has reactive methylene. The degradation will lead to cleavage of 
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polymer chains with aldehyde & carboxyl present at the end. Alpha alkoxy ester-
acetaldehydes are very reactive, and their poly condensation products are perhaps 
the source of discoloration. Reactive as they are, the aldehydes are colourless on 
their own, and they are jammed in the matrix and cannot come in contact one with 
another. That is, until you heat up and melts the stuff during the extrusion (Bai, et 
al., 2016).  (See Appendix V) 

 

Figure 12 Cross sections of laser sintered PE parts (Bai, o.a., 2016) 

Table 3 Advantages of PET Manufacturing in Wire form 

Advantages of PET manufacturing in Wire 

 No chain cleavage in molecular structure  

 No loss of properties  

 Heating and cooling temperatures can be adjusted  

 Right set of parameters and their combination can be attained  

 Possibility to detect defects leading to decreasing properties  

 Manufacturing equipment can be readily available at cheaper cost  

 The equipment’s can be maintained by unskilled operator.  

B. Polyether sulphone: The amorphous PES material can be manufactured in 
both the ways i.e., wire as well as in powder. The PES molecular structure which 
consists of two benzene rings connected by alternate sulphonyl (SO2) groups and 
ether (–O–) linkages, contributed to the greater chemical stability. The presence of 
aromatic groups might have helped to progress the physical properties of PES 
membranes. Though it is a high temperature thermoplastic, it can be readily 
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melted using conventional equipment of extrusion process with recommended    
L: D ratio more than 20:1 and a compression ratio of 25:1.0 (Margolis , 1985).  

Unlike other Thermoplastics such as polyethylene, polyamide etc., PES has 
shown more penetrating to the UV irradiations. All PES material can’t be used 
directly as raw material for filament in 3D printers which use electromagnetic 
irradiations to develop additive manufacturing product with all the necessary 
properties needed. Though PES is stable towards these irradiations, there is 
something that needs modification such as by adding additives which absorb these 
irradiations (Law Yong Ng, 2013, p. 5)  

Unlike the wire filament, which can be readily manufactured irrespective of 
quality and characteristics, the powder based fusion needs accurate particle size, 
the rate at which material is being feeding is vital, also the energy of the 
electromagnetic irradiation. Yes, PES can be manufactured in both ways i.e., in 
Wire and Powder, but taking some vital factors such as capital cost, Production 
waste material etc., it would be suitable to manufacture in wire format.   

Table 4: difference between Wire and powder form for PES 

Property  PES in Wire Format PES in Powder form 

1.Material directly as raw 
material in Additive 
manufacturing 

Yes, irrespective of 
Quality 

No, needs additives 

2.Maintain material property Yes No 

3.Cost Comparatively 
cheaper than the other 

Expensive 

4.Accuracy Relatively low than 
the other 

Good with absorbents 

5. Speed of manufacturing Relatively faster Slow 

6. Wastage Less Comparatively high 

3.3.2. 5’Whys Technique 

i. Why PET can’t be manufactured in Powder form? 
The material when manufactured in powder, the object obtained will have no 
proper shape; the material will stick to bed, layers coming out from object. 

ii. Why this phenomenon happens,  
PET doesn’t have resistance power for modelling in these machines. 

iii. Why PET material doesn’t have resistance? 
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Because these equipment, uses electromagnetic radiations, and PET when treated 
with electromagnetic radiations, becomes distorted, when processing in these 
equipment’s, the powder bed generally needs to be warmed up to a temperature 
close to the melting temperature, therefore it is difficult to process polymers with 
more than one tight melting range by laser sintering, which means that the 
polymer should have a fixed and controlled melting temperature peak or several 
very close peaks. 

iv. Why PET becomes distorted,   
The material doesn’t have absorbents, if their due to larger particle then the 
machines needed and loses its molecular structure, becomes unstable, 

v. Why the material loses its molecular structure? 
From the study, it was understood that, PET contains Terephthalic acid which can 
resist uv radiations, and ethylene glycol which doesn’t have resistance to 
withstand these radiations leads break in bond there by making unstable and 
losing structure. 

vi. Why the material doesn’t have resistance? 
Because in laser treatment machines, the temperatures will be approximately 
equal to melting point of PET. As PET does not have single stable temperature, 
loses its chemical bond.  And after hitting the laser to the material, material will 
not crystallize because of slow crystallization nature, thereby when laser machine 
acts, without crystallization of first layer, second layer will be drawn. When 
product is finished a brittle, ugly, without any desired properties will be obtained.  

3.4. Extrusion process   
For Extrusion process, there are several options for filament extrusion such as 
single screw, twin screw extrusion processes. To select the best extrusion process, 
major extrusion process parameters needs to be considered. This task, start with 
gathering Customer requirements from Company engineers, Creative Tools AB 
employee, and university faculties.  

3.4.1. Customer Requirements 
Primary goals: Decided from company’s engineers and based on study, 

 Suitable to all materials 
 Quick extrusion 
 Affordable 
 Input material is Production waste 
 Maintain material characteristics   
 The filament quality like commercially available filament.  

Secondary goals:  
 Easy to clean and usable 
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 Size 
 Coloured variants 

Thereafter, the customer needs are translated into engineering specifications with 
respective target values using a QFD tool (see in appendix VI a). As shown in the 
table in appendix. Table 5 Customer needs vs engineering specifications 

Table 5: Customer needs vs engineering specifications 

 

3.4.1. Concept Generation 
a. Fast diagram 

To start the concept generation, we initially expected to comprehend the 
fundamental elements of the overall process for making a filament. We started by 
posting every one of the functions performed to make a filament. At that point 
chose one of these functions, "creating thread", as the task function since that is 
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the basic function of the process. Next, we arranged the fundamental functions, 
those required to achieve the undertaking of extruding filament. These incorporate 
shredding the material, drying the material and extruding material. The essential 
supporting functions incorporate assuring trustworthiness by securing the 
convenience, enhancing the product, upgrading the process, and satisfying the 
faculties. We at that point developed these basic and essential supporting 
functions with other functions, until the point when the capacity was satisfied by 
the simple presence of the fundamental procedure or for an illustration, the 
"cutting the material" function can't be separated further, because the shredding 
procedure accomplishes it. The capacity "rotating spool" is satisfactory because it 
is accomplished by winding the filament. 

 
Figure 13 flowchart representing Functional Decomposition for filament extrusion 

b. Morphological matrix: 

Using fast diagram engendered numerous options   to complete each sub functions 
required to the ultimate design. These sub functions contain the following: 

 Remove moisture, fumes, or water particles (Drying process) 
 Housing material   
 Feeding material  
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 Transport material  
 Screw material   
 Guide filament  
 Heating element  
 Heating element mechanism  
 Extrude filament 
 Cooling  
 Winding filament 
 Detach spool 
 Measuring filament diameter 

Depending on the sub function, the top two to three options for each function in to 
a morphological chart (appendix VI b) Based on Morphological matrix, the initial 
concepts were made without evaluating (below concept 1 is detailed and other are 
listed in appendix VI b). 

3.4.2. Concept Evaluation  

Pugh Chart:  After successful making of morphological chart and making initial 
concepts, next step is to evaluate these concepts. After refining the concepts to 
better satisfy the customer requirements and eliminating which are not feasible 
concepts. Finally left with 8 feasible concepts. To evaluate these 8 feasible 
concepts, a Pugh Chart was chosen. From Pugh chart could mathematically 
determine which designs were most promising. This was done by taking weights 
of Customer requirements from the QFD and +, 0, - evaluation system for how 
each design met the given requirement. For each requirement, a design would be a 
given several points equals to the weight of the respective requirement multiplied 
by one of these three numbers. A design was then given a total point ranking 
equal to these sums the points given for all the requirements. The result of this 
chart showed that the concept #1, concept #8 and concept 4 were the three best 
design concepts. See appendix VI c.  
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Table 6 Morphological Matrix Concept 1 

 

Check appendix VI b for all other concepts,  

3.5. Analytical part: Flow equations through metering section 
When designing extruder or manufacturing the filament some factors such flow 
rate should be considered for effective engineering of filament. The productive 
operation of a single screw extruder requires that every one of the three extruder 
segments, solids passing on, melting, and metering, must be intended to work 
proficiently, and stuck in an unfortunate situation free process. The estimation of 
the material flow in the metering area of a process can be utilized to decide 
whether the extruder is working appropriately. For screw rotation, the streams are 
called rotational flow and pressure flow. This screw pivot investigation has been 
appeared to give a superior comprehension of the flow analysis in the extruder, a 
better estimate of viscous dissipation and temperature increase in the extruder, and 
a better prediction of the melting characteristics. A few different techniques are 
accessible for evaluating the flow segments in the metering segment of a screw, 
however they can be more convoluted and time consuming 

The general flow rate, Q, the rotational flow, , and the pressure flow , for a 
consistent profundity metering channel are connected as appeared in Eq. The 
subscript d is kept up in the terminology for authentic consistency even though the 
term is for screw rotational stream as opposed to the historical drag flow concept. 
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 = −  (1.12) 

 

Volumetric rotational flow 1. The volumetric rotational Flow term ( ) relies on 
upon the several geometric parameters and rotation speed. 

 
=

 
2

 

 

 

(1.13) 

 

2. Mass rotational flow  

 
=

 
 

 

 

(1.14) 

Where  is the melt density at the normal liquid temperature of the sap,  is 
the z segment of the screw speed at the barrel wall, H is the profundity of the 
channel, and is the shape calculate for plane Couette flow. The investigation 
utilizing plane Couette stream does not consider the effect of the flights (channel 
helix) on the stream rate. The  expression adjusts for the lessening in flow rate 
because of the drag-prompted a resistance of the flights. 

5. Average channel width (W) is divided into two categories such as channel 
width at barrel ( ) and channel of width at the screw core ( ) 

 W =  

 

(1.10) 

 

The connection between the width of the channel opposite to the flight at the 
barrel interface, , and the pivotal separation between the flight edges at the 
barrel interface of Bb. 

 =   and  =   

 

(1.2) and (1.5) 

Volumetric pressure flow term  

The volumetric pressure flow term,  and the mass flow pressure flow term, 

 
=

12 η
δP
δZ

 

 

 

(1.22) 
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Mass rotational volumetric pressure flow       

 
=

 
 

 

1.23 

 

Mass pressure Flow rate   
 

=
 

−
 

 

 

 

(1.29) 

 

The total mass flow rate,  , is figured by joining the flow components as stated 
beforehand, the rate, rotational flow, and pressure flow figurines ought to be 
performed toward the begin of each investigating project (See Appendix VII 
example with calculations is shown). 

3.6. Suitable 3D printing Technology 
 Fused deposition modelling:  

Fused deposition modelling (FDM) is an additive manufacturing (AM) technique 
mostly used for prototyping and production applications. It is one of the most 
widely used methods for 3D printing. FDM takes a shot at an "additive" standard 
by setting down material in layers; a plastic filament or metal wire is loosened up 
from a curl and supplies material to create a section. In this manner, FDM is 
otherwise called a solid based AM innovation. The innovation made by S. Scott 
Crump in the late 1980s and was promoted in 1990. The term combined 
declaration of facts displaying and its shortening to FDM are trademarked by 
Stratasys Inc. The precisely equal term, fused filament fabrication (FFF), was 
authored by the individuals from the RepRap venture to give an expression that 
would be lawfully unconstrained in its utilization. It is additionally here and there 
called Plastic Jet Printing (PJP) (Jain, 2016).  See Appendix VIII for other 
technologies. 

 

Figure 14 FDM Machine (linkedin, 2017) 
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Chapter 4 Results  
In this chapter, the answers for objectives will be detailed with explanation. Also, 
what do the steps need to accomplish for getting desired results will be discussed.  

4.1. To investigate feasibility of Materials in perspective of additive 
Manufacturing  
For this objective, a quantitative research study is done, which involves study of 
materials, characteristics, behaviour, and effect of parameters & properties on 
materials such as Temperature, viscosity. The study shows that both the 
thermoplastic polymers PET & PES are likely to be viable with additive 
manufacturing with some deliberations such as increase in viscosity, right 
combination of temperatures with other effecting physical and mechanical 
parameters. And considerable type of cooling device and cooling rate. The 
Outcomes of the study were. 

A. For the material Polyethylene Terephthalate 
 As the material is from production waste, it contains impurities, particle with 

uneven size for this purpose Shredding and cleaning operations are necessary. 
 Melting temperature in the filament extrusion must exceed 265ºC  
 The material when gets in contact with environment, it will absorb the 

moisture i.e., material is hygroscopic in nature. So, to remove the moisture 
content and other impurities fumes, drying process is necessary. It varies in 
dying time and temperature for materials at which operation to be performed 
as shown in Table 6.  

        Table 7: Drying Time vs Drying Temperatures 

Material type Drying Time Drying temperature 

Pellets 3-4 hr 160ºC 

Agglomerate 3-4 hr 140ºC 

Flake and Powder 1.5 to 2 hr 65ºC 

 As the material is semi crystalline, crystallinity at higher temperatures can be 
achieved interestingly at Temperatures of commercial Additive manufacturing 
machines. 

 As the material is not used in Additive manufacturing before, therefore there 
will be tricky of getting right combination of parameters and this can be 
achieved by trial and error method. For example, from interviews and 
information provided from company results shows that the material 
commences less viscosity than needed for rapid prototyping. For Additive 
manufacturing material, a viscosity of 1-2 dℓ/g is required.  

 The additives present in material may be in little portion, will be advantages 
for getting mechanical properties such for strength, stiffness.  And also, there 
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are chances of acting as hygroscopic barrier, speed up the reaction to 
accomplish crystallization. To get exact information a DSC test should be 
done.  

 The material crystallization slowly and having hygroscopic property, air 
cooling with rate of greater than 35ºC/min is preferred to avoid cracks, 
sticking to the bed in 3D printers and get little whitish colour object with 
required properties. 

 
B. For the Material Polyether Sulphone: 
 The high-performance thermoplastic material PES, like PET shredding and 

cleaning operations are necessary to get uniform particle size and washout the 
impurities. The melting temperature in filament extruder machine should be 
unlike PET, between 345ºC to 390ºC. And as the material is amorphous in 
nature, wide properties at elevated temperatures can be achieved. 

 Like PET material, PES also absorbs moisture content from the atmosphere 
when brought in contact with environment (hygroscopic property). For this 
purpose, drying operation is employed for this material. Drying temperature at 
around 150ºC for about 3 hr is sufficient.  

 The Material PES is innovative in Additive Manufacturing industry; therefore, 
the production waste material should be tested such as DSC test for 
crystallization, and depending on the results the material ought to be processed 
in Additive manufacturing. Although, study shows that the material can be 
extruded using conventional equipment such as for rapid prototyping.  Also, 
the study answers that the material crystallizes slowly and having hygroscopic 
property, Therefore, air cooling with rate of greater than 35ºC/min is suitable 
instead of water cooling and oil cooling to avoid cracks, sticking to the bed in 
3D printers and get little whitish colour object with required properties.  

 Apart from Tests, physical & mechanical effecting parameters, the precise 
combination of parameters will benefit the materials processing in rapid 
prototyping.   

4.2. To select the forms of filament (such as wire or granulate) 
suitable for manufacturing a filament 
For the following objective, a quantitative research data collection method and 
5’Whys methodology was adopted. Form these methods; it was brought to 
conclusion that materials both PET and PES be manufactured in Wire format. 

 

Figure 15 in which format production waste is used in 3D printer 
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A. Polyethylene Terephthalate:  
 The Polymer Materials when extruded will retain its mechanical properties. 

Only disadvantage is there is a loss of viscosity. Like other polymeric 
Materials such PLA, PET also has ability to retain its mechanical properties 
after extrusion. Polyethylene material can be manufactured into wire filament 
with extrusion process along with using accurate die’s considering less 
tolerance (Víctor Peinado, 2015, p. 10).  

 When PET is manufactured in powder for Powder bed fusion type machines, 
and these machines uses electromagnetic radiation such as laser, electron 
beam to degrade the material, when treated with PET, the material will 
become unstable chemically and losses its molecular structure. 

 During the study it was found that, the particle size distribution of PET has a 
negative impact on surface finish and density of laser sintered parts. And 
when processing in these equipment’s, the powder bed generally needs to be 
heated up to a temperature close to the melting temperature of the polymer, 
therefore polymers cannot be treated with melting range by laser sintering, For 
PET material, this leads to problems such as distortion of the part and part 
dimensional accuracy. To prevent this, polymer powder would be preheated 
and post-heated in a temperature range between the melting and crystallisation 
temperature. For Powder bed fusion type machines, it is recommended to have 
a clear temperature range between melting and crystallisation peaks which 
acks in PET material.  

 For instance, if manufactured in powder form, the product will be incomplete 
in sense without desired properties; special additives needed to be added in the 
material to get desired properties such as UV absorbents, after manufacturing 
the product will look very ugly, with layer coming out from the product 
making it brittle and unsophisticated. And in some cases, equipment cost is 
more than the material cost and needs trained employees to understand and 
use the equipment making it unsuitable to manufacturing. (Bai, et al., 2016) 

 And another instance when manufactured in wire: Material extruded in 
conventional extrusion equipment, where the material is placed in the hopper 
to get desired filament with accurate dimensions considering tolerances. With 
right combination of extruding parameters such as pressure, extruding and 
cooling temperatures also the cooling rate and stretching will provide the 
filament with desired necessity properties. And when manufactured product 
with rapid prototyping will lay down a neat translucent product with required 
and interesting properties. So therefore, Wire form is suitable for processing in 
Additive manufacturing technology (see appendix A V).   
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B. Polyether Sulphone: 

The Thermoplastic material PES due to its elevated temperature properties and 
resistance to various acids can be manufactured in both the ways i.e., Wire as well 
as in Powder. Regardless of its temperature and high processing abilities, PES is 
readily processed on conventional equipment. Most of the molding, extrusion, and 
finishing operations associated with thermoplastic fabrication are applicable to 
PES. Depending on the component size and geometry, most gate designs, 
including pin and submarine, can be successfully used with PES. For extrusion, a 
polyethylene-type screw is recommended with an L: D ratio more than 20:1 and a 
compression ratio of 2.5:1.0. Secondary and finishing operations such as 
machining, bonding, vacuum forming, and electroplating can be easily applied to 
PES (Margolis , 1985). 

Unlike other Thermoplastics such as polyethylene, polyamide etc., PES has 
shown more sensitive towards the UV irradiations. All PES material can’t be used 
directly as raw material for filament in 3D printers which use electromagnetic 
irradiations to develop additive manufacturing product with all the characteristics 
needed. Though PES is stable towards these irradiations, there is something that 
needs modification such as by adding additives which absorb these irradiations 
(Law Yong Ng, 2013).  Therefore, by considering the facts such as raw material is 
from production waste, equipment cost, labour, quality etc., it is advisable to 
manufacture in wire format. 

4.3. Which type of manufacturing process is most suitable for plastic 
extrusion? 
For this prime objective, the product development methodology is ideal to find 
and conclude the answer, after applying the technique, 4 concept combinations 
were selected out of 17 concepts (see appendix VI b) for filament manufacturing. 
The listed below is the ranked one concept which is at most suitable for both the 
materials to be manufactured into filament and be processed in 3D printers (see 
appendix C.1).  

4.3.1. Selected concept: CAD Diagram 

 
Figure 16 Filament Extruder CAD profile 
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A typical production line for filament manufacturing and extrusion in 3D printer 
would look like as shown in figure 17.  

 

Figure 17 Production Layout 

Table 8:  Selected concept 

 

See appendix C.1 for detailed explanation about selected concept and other 
possible concepts. 
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Table 9: combination of parameters for materials PET and PES 

Parameters  Requirement  

Extrusion Temperature  280±10 for PET 

345± 10 for PES 

Extruder speed  0.5cm/s depends on extruder type  

Heating rate  10C℃/min approx.  

Cooling rate  >30℃/min  

Viscosity  1.2-1.7  

Cooling temperature  210± 10 for PET 

280±10 for PES  

 

Table representing function, equipment, parameters needed to considered and 
Average cost of machines in market. 

Table 10:  Functions vs equipment’s needed 

Function  Equipment needed  Parameters 
be 
considered  

Average 
cost of 
machines   

Shredding 
operation 
(cleaning and 
uniform 
particle size) 

Shredders 

 

 

Figure 18 Shredder 

RPM, 
Torque, 

Jam 
impermeable 
design  

1000 $ 
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Blending 
operation  

Blenders 

 

 

Figure 19 Blender mixer 

Size, rpm, 
weight, 
machine 
material 
should not 
react with 
raw material  

800$ 

Drying process Dryer 

 

 

Figure 20 Compressed air dryer 

Temperature, 
quantity,  

Digital meter 
for 
indication of 
Temperature, 
time & 
weight  

500$ 

See Appendix C.1. e for complete illustration.  

 

Best Plastic Filament Extruders available for PET and PES in small scale 
productions:  

The Extruders presented here, are desktop extruders, mainly used for small scale 
and experimental purpose. All the extruders listed, can be used for production 
waste materials PET and PES. Depending on the size, price, and efficiency. The 
extruders are selected. With consideration of size, price, and efficiency, Noztek 
Pro extruder with temperature at 600º C is suggested, so that it can be used for 
both the materials PET and PES. But other extruders are also efficient with the 
materials. 
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Table 11: plastic extruders in market vs cost 

S.NO Plastic Extruder with company name  Cost 

1. Filabot Original 

 

Figure 21: Filabot Extruder single screw 

950$ 

2. Filastruder 

 

Figure 22: Filastruder extruder 

300$ 

3. D3D Innovations FilaFab 

 

Figure 22: centralised filament extruder 

850$ 

4. Noztek Pro 

 

Figure 23: Noztek filament extruder 

1150$ 
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4.4. Analytical calculation to obtain flow of material in extrusion 
process 
Calculation of the rotational flow rate and a pressure flow profile in the metering 
channel ought to be performed for all design and investigate projects. As appeared 
in the illustration issues, the rate can be rapidly and effectively assessed for 
another instalment. The figuring technique ought to dependably be performed for 
machines that are working at low rates and have degradation of products in the 
extruder. The calculation is fit for anticipating somewhat filled directs in the 
metering section. Halfway filled metering channels will make the resin to 
degrade, and the corruption products will eventually be released from the 
machine, contaminating the last product. 

After finding parameters associated with filament manufacturing process and 3D 
printing machines, now it time to put forward the results of equipment needed for 
certain processing with respect to average cost in market.    

For instance, the example (see appendix VII) result shows that the parameters 
such as flow rate, melt flow index will have effect on size of installation of 
equipment’s, therefore, depending on the size of cylindrical duct (flow of 
material) first flow rate should be calculated and proceed with other parameters 
with consideration of flow rate.  

4.5. Best Possible Additive Manufacturing Technology and available 
3D Printers for the thermoplastic materials 
For given material such as PET and PES, Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) is 
one of the suitable techniques. The more advantage of FDM is the durable 
materials it utilizes, the stability of their mechanical properties after some time, 
and the quality of the parts. The thermoplastic materials utilized as a part of FDM 
are appropriate for point by point practical models, durable manufacturing tool, 
and low-volume manufacturing parts.  After analysis of different rapid 
prototyping technologies and materials, it is finalised that the FDM/FFF 
technology is suitable for materials manufactured in Wire format with efficient 
print settings such as heated bed, layer thickness, extruder speed etc., (See 
Appendix VIII FDM) 

4.5.1. Chosen number of 3D printers for Materials PET and PES 
The materials PET and PES which are likely to be manufactured in Wire format to 
use in 3D printers. The technology which best suits is drawn through Materials 
extrusion in other words FDM or FFF technology. For the production waste 
materials PET and PES, depending on ecological, economic, and efficient factors 
such as investment cost, to get required mechanical and physical characterises 
also to retain existing properties, materials extracted for 3D printers should again 
recycle, based on this criteria 3D printers were selected. The listed 3d printers 
below are likely to be best possible 3D printers for PET material and thus for PES 
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(Table 12), but the temperature of PES is higher, might be industrial printers 
would be suitable (figure 27).  

 Table 12: different 3D printers available in market vs cost 

S.NO  3D printer type  Price 

1. 

 

Figure 24 ultimaker 3 3D printer 

Ultimaker 3 

3552$ 

2. 

 

Figure 235 prusa 3D printer 

Prusa i3 MK2 

745$ 

3. 

 

Figure 246 Zortax M 200 3d printer 

Zortrax M200 

1750$ 

(Yusuf, 2017) (amazon, 2017) (Hoffman, 2017) See Appendix VIII.I 
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4.5.2. Industrial 3D printers (recommended for PES material) 
DeltaWASP 3MT Industrial: 

 

Figure 27 Industrial 3D printer for PES material (Stratasys, 2017) see appendix VIII industrial 3D 
printers for other recommendations.  

Chapter 5 Conclusion 

Research study on the production waste materials PET and PES concludes that, 

For feasibility of materials, the research study based on company information 
shows that these materials are likely to be feasible with additive manufacturing 
with slight modifications in parameters such as right combination of temperature, 
pressure, viscosity, and flow rates. For both the materials PET and PES, shredding 
and drying process is necessary since these materials are hygroscopic and contains 
impurities, incorrect particle size. During filament extrusion, the extrusion 
temperature should exceed melting point of the materials. In 3D printers, there is a 
possibility of attaining crystallinity at higher temperatures and that is a good sign.  

PET when analysed in wire format for FDM technology and powder for powder 
bed fusion technology, it is possible to manufacture in Wire format to retain 
mechanical and physical properties. Therefore, manufacture proficient and 
efficient product. Instead of manufacturing in powder bed fusion technology, 
where PET is not capable of laser and electron bean treatments. PES, which has 
advantages such has high temperature, capable of absorbing UV radiations can be 
moulded into Wire as well as Powder. But, taking considerations such as 
production waste material, economic parameters, and retaining mechanical 
properties, it provident to manufacture in FDM technology i.e., in filament.   

Using Product development techniques, an appropriate filament extrusion concept 
with equipment needed are selected to manufacture 3D printable Wire filament. A 
single screw extrusion with hopper and die nozzle is selected and corresponding 
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Cad design has been modelled. A set of appropriate right combination of 
parameters are provided as a reference for validation.  

Depending on size of equipment’s, the quantity of material extruded, there will be 
variation of parameters, to understand the variation and set the appropriate values 
for the parameters, the analytical calculations for flow rates is done. At last best 
possible 3D printers are selected with consideration of quality, and economic 
parameters.  

Therefore, The PET and PES waste materials from DIAB’s production are likely 
to be compatible with additive manufacturing technology. But validation should 
be done before going to manufacture.  

5.1. Future Work and Recommendations  
Performing DSC test for conforming material feasibility would be done. 
Installation of equipment for filament manufacturing with considering size, 
weight, and cost depending on production waste produced. After printing in 3D 
printers, checking quality of printed product such for surface roughness using 
devices such as profilometer, microscope etc., testing the printed product for 
destructive tests such as for stiffness, hardness etc.,  

5.2. Recommendations  
 Before performing experiment, validation would be necessity.   
 After analysing the material parameters, it is advisable to purchase filament 

extruder with temperature above 500ºC.   
 Precautions should be taken when using testing material such as wearing 

gloves, Proper care should be taken when using shredding machine, drying 
machine, and filament extruder.  

 3D printer should be adjusted such as layer thickness, printed bed, extruder 
rpm, and position of print for continuous and neat printed product.  

 The filament manufactured should be stored in closed container to avoid 
moisture attack. 

 When there is change in size of materials such powders, flakes, and pellets. 
Quantity in hopper, temperatures and pressure should be checked and act 
accordingly.  

 Dimensional accuracy is important and should be in close tolerances.  
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Chapter 6 Critical Review  

6.1. Ecological and Economic Standing 
The production waste materials PET and PES when used in other technological 
applications such as additive manufacturing, not only benefits company in 
maintaining sustainability but also makes the company a role model for other 
companies for utilization of industrial waste in this position of rising defects 
towards the environment. With little efforts such as research and investment, with 
efficient results company can make profits. It will also lead to the generation of 
new innovations and ideas which will bring ecological and economic stability in 
the organisation. For instance, PET material which is a world leader in polymer 
recycling materials, perhaps the hardest material currently available in Additive 
manufacturing polymer industry which can be used for producing products such 
as airline brackets, food containers. And PES material, which is an innovative 
compound, with sufficient research can be made useful in applications such as 
circuit boards, switches.   

The company DIAB which as customers in aerospace, transport, sports leisure, 
Radomes and antennas, possibly can make products in this areas with production 
waste material PET and PES with the help of Additive manufacturing (3D 
printing technology). Through this way, DIAB possibly can maintain ecological 
balance as well as resulting profits. 

6.2. Material Feasibility 
A DSC test should have been performed instead of qualitative research for 
checking feasibility of materials. To know about the crystallinity, heat flow, 
melting temperatures values, depending on this conformation and exact data 
would have been made for feasibility of materials. Though Qualitative researches 
has provided the given result but with certain kind of predictions and assumptions 
are made. This could have avoided and a crystal-clear result would have been in 
hands.   

Quantitative and scientific research methods, which involves mathematical 
calculations and empirical data would have been selected instead of qualitative 
research method because there could been mathematical and empirical proofs 
proving the statements. But, the company DIAB has given all the necessary 
information about materials including composition, additive and impurities 
present; therefore, there was no need of mathematical or empirical logics to prove 
the results.  

6.3. Additive Manufacturing Technology 
For PET material, powder bed fusion technology would have been suitable with 
addition of u.v absorbents, and PES could have been manufactured readily in 
Powder bed technology. This could have resulted in more dimensional accuracy 
and repeatability product, thus maintain characteristics. But the equipment’s cost 
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is high and for investing these much for production waste is waste of money. 
Therefore, FDM which has ability to manufacture product with less variance and 
retaining properties under considering financial, quality, technology is chosen.  
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Appendix 

Appendix I Project Planning  
Table 13 Project Planning 

Team Contract 

Designed by Pratik Surve and Pranay Gopathi Date: Feb 28, 
2017 

Team members Roles Signature 

Pratik Surve Responsible for selection process about materials by 
using qualitative techniques  

 

Pranay Responsible for material study, designing about 
extrusion process 

 

Team Goal Responsible 

1. To investigate feasibility of Materials (PET & PES) in perspective of additive    
Manufacturing.   

Pratik and Pranay 

 

Pranay 

Pratik and Pranay 

Pratik and Pranay 

 

6. To select the forms of filament (such as wire or granulate) suitable for 
manufacturing a filament. 

7. Which type of manufacturing process is most suitable for plastic extrusion?  

8. Analytical calculation to obtain flow of material in extrusion process. 

9. Best suitable Additive Manufacturing Technology and available 3D Printers 
for the thermoplastic materials.  

Team Performance Expectation 
 Strive to complete all assigned tasks before or bye deadlines. 
 Complete all task to the best of ability. 
 Listen carefully and attentively to all comments at meetings. 
 Accept and give criticism in professional manner. 
 Focus on results before the fact, rather than excuse after. 
 Provide as much notice as possible of commitment problems. 
 Attend and participate in all scheduled group meetings. 
 Continuously ask yourself if the status quo is meeting team demands. 
 Be willing to renegotiate team roles fit needs and address issues. 
 Don’t hesitate to recognize conflict 
 Check out our assumption before acting 
 Regularly check with team member to take “litmus” test of team 

participation  
 Continually work to keep communication channels open and functional. 
Reaffirm team roles to keep them clear and recognizable 
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Gantt chart 

Table 14 Gantt chart 

 

 

Appendix II brief description of Methods in Methodology chapter  

a. Qualitative research  
Qualitative research shares these characteristics. Additionally, it seeks to 
understand a given research problem or topic from the perspectives of the local 
population it involves. Qualitative research is especially effective in obtaining 
culturally specific information about the values, opinions, behaviours, and social 
contexts of populations. The strength of qualitative research is its ability to 
provide complex textual descriptions of how people experience a given research 
issue. It provides information about the “human” side of an issue – that is, the 
often-contradictory behaviours, beliefs, opinions, emotions, and relationships of 
individuals. Qualitative methods are also effective in identifying intangible 
factors, such as social norms, socioeconomic status, gender roles, ethnicity, and 
religion, whose role in the research issue may not be clear. When used along with 
quantitative methods, qualitative research can help us to interpret and better 
understand the complex reality of a given situation and the implications of 
quantitative data. Although findings from qualitative data can often be extended to 
people with characteristics like those in the study population, gaining a rich and 
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complex understanding of a specific social context or phenomenon typically takes 
precedence over eliciting data that can be generalized to other geographical areas 
or populations. In this sense, qualitative research differs slightly from scientific 
research in general (Hafner, 2012).  

b. Quantitative research approach 

Delivers the fundamental construction between empirical observation and 
mathematical expression of quantitative relationships. Quantitative data is any 
data that is in numerical form such as statistics, percentages, etc. The researcher 
investigations the information with the assistance of statistics. The researcher is 
trusting the numbers will yield a fair outcome that can be summed up to some 
bigger populace.  

c. 5’ whys method 

Whys is an iterative questioning method used to discover the cause-and-effect 
relationships fundamental a specific problem. The main goal of the technique is to 
fix the root cause of a defect or problem by reiterating the question "Why?" Each 
answer forms the foundation of the next question. The "5" in the name originates 
from an anecdotal opinion on the number of iterations needed to determination the 
problem. 

d. Data analysis:  

Content data analysis method is used when the data needs to be analysed for data 
collected from interview, online reviews about the products etc., A foremost 
benefit of content analysis is that it supports in data collected being summarised 
and simplified, while at the same time creating grades that may then measure 
using quantitative techniques.   

e. Scientific method:  

The scientific method is a physique of methods for investigating miracles, 
acquiring new information, or modifying and assimilating earlier knowledge. To 
be termed scientific, a method of investigation is usually based on empirical or 
measurable indication topic to specific values of reasoning. The Oxford 
Dictionaries Online define the scientific method as "a technique or process that 
has characterized natural science since the 17th century, containing in organized 
observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and 
amendment of hypotheses" 

Appendix III Material Characteristics of 3D printers 
a. Crystallinity: Crystallization is the (natural or artificial) process where a solid 

form where the atoms or molecules are highly organized in a structure known 
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as a crystal. Some of the ways which crystals form are through precipitating 
from a solution, melting or more rarely deposition directly from a gas. In 3D 
printing the material will undergo rapid crystallization and the process goes 
layer by layer. If the crystallization is not attained properly, the filament will 
lose its structure, increase in defects such as increase in surface roughness, 
shrinkage, wrapping etc.,   For materials crystallinity can be found out by 
equation 1, and higher the crystallinity corresponds to a less ductile material. 

 
% =

∆ − ∆
∆

 × 100 

 

 

1.00 

 

 is the heat of melting,  is the heat of cold crystallization and both are 
divided by the heat of melting of a 100% crystalline polymer.  

b. Viscosity/molecular weight: The molecular weight has greater impact on 
Crystallinity, viscosity, stretching, and other mechanical properties. Greater is 
the molecular weight, increase in viscosity, stretching, and mechanical 
properties. The molecular weight can be increased by adding chain extenders.  
For 3D printing filament viscosity is between 1.00-2.00 dl/g. 

c. Mold shrinkage: Mold shrinkage is the contraction of a plastic molded part as 
it cools after extrusion. Most of the part shrinkage occurs in the mold while 
cooling, but a small amount of shrinkage occurs after ejection, as the part 
continues to cool. After that, the part may continue to shrink very slightly for 
several hours or even days until the temperature and moisture content 
stabilize. Thus, dimensional inspection should wait at least a day. The low 
shrinkage and wrapping would be suitable for perfect tolerances and good 
structured output.  

d. Processing temperature: Typical filaments are processed between 180 and 
260 degrees, often in a range of 30C. for example, PETG= 230-260C 

e. Melt flow index: How well it floats at typical processing temperature 
f. Thermal expansion: Material expands when heated (or not) and shrinks when 

cooling. Expansion makes printing difficult. E.g. ABS do expand and warp. 
g. Recommended speed:  Recommended print speed depends on the quality you 

want to achieve, layer thickness, nozzle size and the plastic itself. PLA, for 
example can be printed very fast, whereas NinjaFlex or PETG should be 
printed at much lower speed. 

h. Toxicity of fumes: Fumes can be dangerous: Some are not problematic (PLA), 
others somewhat or rather dangerous (ABS). However, while PLA can be safe, 
the colours and other additives used in the PLA may not be safe! 
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i. Size: Most printers either use 1.75mm or 3mm filament 

j. Size variation: Filament should have little variation in either diameter (< 1mm) 
or roundness (< 0.5mm). Larger knots can block the filament and too thin filament 
can loosen the grip. This implies that you should buy from a reliable vendor (or at 
least keep track of what you bought). 

k. Water absorption: Most filaments absorb Water. When full of water printing 
quality will decrease since water bubbles with explode, sometimes a lot, e.g. in 
the case of Nylon. Therefore, it is recommended to keep the filament in a sealed 
plastic bag or even preheat in an oven 

Appendix IV Contextual Description of Materials PET and PES  

A. Polyethylene Terephthalate 
Acronym, Trade Name: PET, Dacron; in Britain, Terylene or, in Russia and the 
former Soviet Union, Lavsan. 

Commonly condensed as PET, PETE, or formerly known as PETP or PET-P. 
Generally utilized Thermoplastic polymer sap of the polyester family (Sometimes 
PET is called Polyester). Furthermore, utilized as filaments for garments, 
compartments for fluids and nourishments, thermoforming for assembling, and in 
mix with glass fiber for designing gums. Most PET is in engineered filaments 
around 60% and 30% utilized as a part of bottle production. Polyester makes up 
around 18% of world polymer creation and is the fourth-most-produced polymer; 
after polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and polyvinylchloride (PVC). PET 
comprises of polymerised units of monomer ethylene terephthalate with rehashing 
units (Polyethylene terephthalate, 2017). 

a) Major Applications:  

Fibres, films, barrier film, soft drink bottles (amorphous PET), film for 
compression molding polyethylene, polypropylene, and for replacement of 
commodity metals such as steel and aluminium (Mark, 1998). 

b) Properties of Special Interest: 

Mostly synthesized as semi crystalline thermoplastic. Amorphous PET is clear 
and is formed by quenching the polymer melt. Excellent film properties and easy 
to process. Impermeable to air and hydrophobic (Mark, 1998). Apart from this 
PET have other properties such as (Ensinger, 2012, p. 24): 

 Semi Crystalline 
 Relatively high density  
 High degree of toughness, spring stiffness 
 Brittle behaviour at low temperatures below zero degrees, 
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 High strength, hardness, and rigidity 
 Excellent sliding friction properties, abrasion- resistant  
 High chemical resistance preferably resistant to diluted acids 
 Good thermal stability 
 Very low moisture absorption 
 Minimal thermal expansion 
 Very good dimensional stability  
 Hydrolysis sensitive to hot water and steam 
 Very good electrical insulation properties 
c) Effect of Temperature on PET: On the off chance that PET preforms get 

excessively hot in the preheat cycle, they turn overcast and fragile with 
crystallization. The trap is to keep the material over its glass-move 
temperature, however beneath its crystallization temperature. This graph 
demonstrates that the temperature window may not be wide (Sepe, 2012). 

In additionally portrays that annealing temperatures does not impact on the 
mechanical strength of extended PET. The quality of the filaments relies on upon 
the introduction and maybe on the thickness of the amorphous zones of the 
polyethylene terephthalate. In any case, with an expansion in the extending 
temperature up to an unmistakable breaking point (170°C) the rigidity of PETP 
and different strands from crystalline polymers increments. In any case, at higher 
temperatures (230°C) the quality lessens. This is clearly because of a lessening in 
the thickness of the intercrystallite districts of the fibrils, in which there is more 
prominent likelihood of polymer disappointment starting. Such conduct of fibre 
produced using PETP at hoisted extending temperatures is apparently connected 
both with the polymer structure and with its low molecular weight (Polovikhina, 
1969, p. 3).  

d) Effect of viscosity: 

The intrinsic viscosity of the material, found by extrapolating to zero 
concentration of relative thickness to focus which is measured in decilitres per 
gram (dℓ/g). Intrinsic viscosity is reliant upon the length of its polymer chains 
however have no units expected to be extrapolated to zero concentration. The 
more drawn out the polymer chains the more ensnarements amongst chains and 
along these chains the higher the viscosity. The normal chain length of a cluster of 
resin can be controlled amid poly condensation (wikipedia, Polyethylene 
terephthalate, 2017). 

The intrinsic viscosity range of PET: 

e) Fibre grade: 

0.40–0.70 Textile 
0.72–0.98 Technical, tire cord 
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f) Film grade: 

0.60–0.70 Bo PET (biaxial oriented PET film) 
0.70–1.00 Sheet grade for thermoforming 

g) Bottle grade: 

0.70–0.78 Water bottles (flat) 
0.78–0.85 Carbonated soft drink grade 
Monofilament, engineering plastic 1.00–2.00 

h) How “Drying is done” For PET: 

PET is hygroscopic, and in its dissolve, express the resin hydrolyses. It is critical 
to recognize moisture absorption (hygroscopic) and hydrolysis, which is the 
response of a build-up polymer with water, bringing about polymer debasement (a 
cleavage of the primary oxygen bond). Polymer debasement is a diminishment in 
the molecular weight with a decrease in viscosity, with a relating increment in 
melt flow. Polymer degradation additionally causes a decrease in quality and 
durability of completed parts. An expansion in dissolve stream can cause: (an) 
over packing amid embellishment, (b) staying in the runners and shape 
depression, and (c) streak.  

Virgin PET resin provided in moisture-proof compartments can have moisture up 
to 0.04%, yet hydrolysis can happen at a moisture up to over 0.02%. Along these 
lines, even virgin PET direct from the supplier's holders, and also regrind, ought 
to be dried to a level of under 0.02% and kept up at that level. The response of 
moisture with PET is quick. The three foremost factors to screen in dehumidified 
container driers are: (a) air flow, (b) air temperature, and (c) air dew point.  
Regular esteems for these factors are shown in Table 7 (Margolis , 1985). 

  

Figure 258: PET narrow temperatures window (SEPE, 2012) 
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Drying time varies from 4 hr for wet resin to 2 hr for virgin resin. Extended 
drying time should be carried out at lower temperatures, about 225°F (107°C) to 
avoid possible loss of volatile additives in the PET compound. 

Table 15: air parameters for drying process (Margolis , 1985) 

1. Air flow rate Approximately / / lb PET/hr 

  (approximately 33 /ℎ / kg PET /hr 

2. Air temperature 275°  (135°F) 

3. Air dew point  0°  (-18° ) or less 

 
i. Compounding Principles for Preparing Engineering-Grade Pet Resins  

The exacerbating of toughened PET definitions is by and large completed on a 
twin-screw extruder with down-stream glass nourishing capacity. Numerous such 
compounders are industrially accessible (such as, the Werner Pfieiderer twin-
screw extruder). The extruder might be nourished with the pitch and added 
substances at the fundamental container while the glass is encouraged 
downstream. The melt temperature is kept up in the range 260ºC-300ºC. The 
material is aggravated and afterward pelletized. Vacuum venting is by and large 
performed at the initial two vents to evacuate volatiles, for example, dampness, 
carbon dioxide, ethylene glycol, and so forth. The compounder ought to be 
designed with no less than two arrangements of plying pieces and turn around 
bushings to give satisfactory high-shear areas for viable scattering of the elastic 
toughened. The geometry of the botches ought to be set to give the best mix of 
dispersive and distributive blending. The purpose behind this being for powerful 
elastic toughening of PET, the elastic spaces must have a molecule size of under 3 
pm. A twin-screw extruder is for the most part favored for delivering elastic 
toughened, glass-filled PET mixes for infusion shaping applications. The PET and 
effect modifier are included at the throat while the glass fortification is included 
downstream. The span of the elastic areas will rely on upon the measure of vitality 
and the capacity of the hardware utilized for scattering. It is imperative to 
maintain a strategic distance from a potential collaboration between the receptive 
effect modifiers (i.e. those with GMA end bunch functionalities) and the coupling 
operator on the glass fiber fortification. Hence, it is essential to add the glass fiber 
to the compounder downstream, by which time the receptive toughened will have 
joined to the PET network. It is trusted that the receptive toughened can hinder the 
silane response with the PET (SCHEIRS, 2003).  
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Table 16: Additives used in engineering-grade PET to overcome specific (SCHEIRS, 2003) 

Property Deficiency  Remedy 

Hygroscopic Internal desiccants 

Slow crystallize Nucleating agents, plasticizers 

Uneven crystal size Nucleating agents 

Low glass transition temperature Glass fibres 

Brittle fracture behaviour Impact modifier 

Drop in IV during extrusion Chain extenders 

Oxidation during extrusion Stabilizers 

Hydrolysis Hydrolysis repair additives 

Autocatalytic acid- catalysed 
hydrolysis 

Carboxyl scavengers 

Warpage Mineral fillers 

j. Nucleating agents for PET:  

Since PET is an inherently moderate taking shape polymer. Nucleating authorities 
are much of the time used to fabricate the rate of crystallization. Honestly. To use 
PET in mixture forming applications. Nucleating pros are fundamental. Quick 
cooling of the PET soften brings about the development of little spherulites yet 
the crystallinity. Nevertheless stays low because the polymer is for all intents and 
purposes "solidified" in its formless state. Moderate cooling of the PET. then 
again. Prompts a high level of crystallinity: regardless. The spherulites develop to 
an expansive size at which ideal mechanical properties are not accomplished. 
Furthermore, uneven spherulite measure dissemination comes about. 
Accomplishing a high level of crystallinity and little spherulites in PET at the 
same time requires the utilization of nucleating specialists and crystallization 
promoters. While inorganic nucleating agents, for example, powder are successful 
in nucleating PET. it has been discovered that soluble base metal salts of high-
atomic weight carboxylic acids are significantly more viable. The purpose behind 
this is contrasted with inorganic nucleating specialists who dwell in the PET as 
discrete particles. The natural salts can be circulated all through the PET lattice at 
a littler scale and more homogeneously (SCHEIRS, 2003). 

Nucleating agents in PET serve two main functions. as follows: 

 To induce a small and regular crystalline structure (Figure 7). 
 To suppress large crystal growth this causes brittleness. 
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Additional functions of the nucleating system include the following: 

 To decrease demoulding time (i.e. decrease cycle time for the part). 
 To allow the material to crystallize at a uniform rate in the mould this tends to 

result in lower moulded-in stresses. 

 

Figure 269: Effect of nucleating agent on PET (SCHEIRS, 2003) 

k. Fire Retardants for PET: 

Roughly 40% of the thermoplastic polyester resin that is sold (barring PET 
bundling gums) is fire impeded. PET utilized for switches, attachments, and 
different applications where the material is in coordinate contact with live parts of 
electronic and electrical machines are required to be fire resistant. PET can be 
made fire resistant (FR-PET) by halogenated added substances in mix with 
synergists, for example, antimony mixes (which give no fire hindrance without 
anyone else's input). Amid burning, unpredictable antimony trihalide is shaped in 
the consolidated stage and transported to the gas stage. Disappointment of this fire 
resistant in PET mixes can happen, be that as it may, because of the arrangement 
of stable metal halides, such as the following: 

 in the presence of calcium carbonate-stable calcium bromide forms 
 in the presence of fumed silica-stable silicon bromide forms 

l. Mold temperature of PET 

Mold temperatures ought to be chosen deliberately to improve crystalline 
development (nucleation). Form temperature likewise impacts process duration 
and item quality, especially warpage, shrinkage, surface shine, profundity of 
shading, and synthetic resistance. The choice of shape temperature is identified 
with divider thickness. Thin divider requires higher shape temperature. The 
temperature of a thin divider 0.06 in. (1.52 mm) or less can diminish at a rate that 
is too quick to allow greatest crystallization when the mold temperature is too 
low. A thicker divider will cool at a lower rate, allowing more uniform 
crystallization and the coveted level of crystallinity. Form temperatures for thin 
divider development ought to be set at 210-250°F (99-121°C). Nevertheless. mold 
temperatures over 185°F (85°C) for some PET pitches can bring about poorer 
surface appearance. also, parts dimensional change will be more noteworthy. 
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Higher mold temperatures can be accomplished with oil radiators or with electric 
cartridge warmers incorporated with the form.  

m. Print PETG in 3D printers:  

Now and then PET-G can take somewhat more setting up, adjusting those fiber 
settings. It's quite recently somewhat more specific than something additionally 
lenient, similar to PLA. Saying this doesn't imply that it's difficult to utilize, just 
maybe somewhat more persistence with the setup.  

Yet, once you're set up accurately, you'll discover printing with PETG a fantasy. 
No twist, scentless printing and incredible layer attachment are quite recently a 
portion of the magnificent properties with printing this fibre. Make certain to 
utilize a brilliant polyethylene fibre and it's reasonable you'll simply dial in your 
temperature settings and you'll be away. 

 

Figure 30 Print PETG in 3D printers (Tyson, 2016) 

In any case, as with any filaments there are a few pointers to make the new move 
less demanding.  How about we take a gander at how to get setup accurately, 
issues to pay special mind to and the tips that'll spare you time investigating. 
Setup your temperatures. We prescribe printing our PETG at around 235C-240C 
relying upon your extruder. The warmed bed works best around 70-75C, a couple 
of degrees more smoking maybe for those initial couple of layers.  

What's the best surface to print PETG on? Well we would say; blue painter's tape 
works the best. PETG can be excusing with different materials however, giving 
you take after the following (imperative) stride. This material doesn't should be 
pressed onto your warmed bed, you need to leave a marginally bigger hole on the 
Z pivot to enable more space for the plastic to set down. If the extruder spout is 
excessively near the bed, or past layer it will skim and make hanging and develop 
around your spout. We suggest beginning off moving your spout far from the bed 
in 0.02mm augmentations, until there is no skimming when printing. The Fan: 
basically, if you need the most grounded conceivable print, print with no fan. The 
liquid PETG will adhere to the past layer ludicrously well. In any case, on the off 
chance that you require better detail, and no hanging, you truly need to utilize 
100% fan. The quick cooling in the wake of leaving the spout will leave your 
prints nitty gritty, with no hanging or blobbing. 
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We prescribe printing without fan for the principal layer or two, and afterward full 
fan after that. In case regardless you're getting issue with slight hanging and 
you're feeling bold, taking the watch off your fan can build wind current further – 
yet that is your decision. This is the kind of thing you may pick distinctive fan 
settings for various prints - with the goal that you're set up ideally for what you 
needed to print. Examination to get a smart thought for how the fiber responds 
with your printer's fan settings. Print a little slower, we suggest around 55mm/sec 
or less, more than 60 and it won't lie sufficiently quick. PETG can be delicate to 
over expulsion (blobbing and so on.) – in case you're encounter this, simply get 
the expulsion setting on the splicer marginally each time until the point that it 
stops (Tyson, 2016).  

B. Polyether Sulphone 
Polyethersulphone. This material is one of the new high temperature plastics. It is 
prescribed for stack bearing applications up to 180°C. Indeed, even without fire 
retardants it offers low combustibility and there is little change in measurements 
of electrical properties in the temperature run 0-200°C. It is effortlessly handled 
on ordinary embellishment equipment. Applications incorporate aircraft heating 
ducts, terminal blocks, engine manifolds, bearings, grilles, tool handles, non-stick 
coatings (R.J. Crawford, 1998, p. 16).  

Structure: Polyethersulphone (PES) has a place with the polysulfone gathering of 
thermoplastics. The synthetic structure of Polyethersulphone comprises of 
aromatic sulfone units connected through an ether connect (see Fig. 1).  

 
Figure 31 Structure of Polyether Sulphone (Margolis , 1985) 

The sweet-smelling sulfone unit is principally in charge of the high thermal 
stability and mechanical strength, while the ether interface acquaints sufficient 
chain portability with allow melt preparing at sensible temperatures. This specific 
substance structure brings about a completely amorphous polymer. When 
contrasting somewhat crystalline polymers and amorphous polymers essential 
contrasts in the scope of properties turn out to be clear. These fundamental 
properties, which are appeared in Table 1, ought to be borne at the top of the 
priority list while considering the properties and uses of PES.  

The properties of Polyethersulphone that recognize it from most different 
thermoplastics are its high temperature execution, great mechanical quality, and 
low combustibility. These properties are accomplished without the punishment of 
troublesome manufacture, since PES can be melt processed on ordinary molding 
equipment (Margolis , 1985). 
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a. Properties: 

Table 17 Amorphous PES vs semi crystalline PES (Margolis , 1985) 

Crystalline Amorphous 

Resistance to organic solvents Transparent  

Good dynamic fatigue strength Low mold shrinkage  

Load-bearing temperature range  

Markedly increased by inorganic fibre 
reinforcement  

Low and uniform coefficient of 
thermal expansion 

Enhancement of strength by 
orientation possible 

Low dependence of properties on 
temperature 

b. Effect of Temperature on Mechanical Properties 

The resistance of PES to long haul thermal aging has been depicted in Sec. A. 
This managed irreversible breakdown of the polymer, principally because of 
oxidation and chain scission. Under less extraordinary conditions, either shorter 
circumstances or lower temperatures, thermoplastics experience reversible 
changes in properties because of an expansion in chain versatility. Thermoplastics 
indicate just a generally little change of properties with temperature until the point 
when the glass move temperature is come to, whereupon an emotional change 
happens. PES has the most astounding glass-move temperature of any regular 
thermoplastic (220°C); subsequently, its properties demonstrate a generally little 
reliance on temperature up to 200°C. From that point, the mechanical properties 
fall quickly (see Figs.7).  

Although PES is not prescribed for drawn out use over 210°C, here and now 
exposures amid welding operations to temperatures of 280°C are conceivable 
without critical mutilation.  

Strikingly, the high-temperature crawl resistance of PES can be especially 
enhanced by a basic warmth treatment. "Strengthening" PES for 8 hr at 200°C 
outcomes in the crawl modulus at 150°C achieving an indistinguishable incentive 
from that at room temperature. This is an especially valuable technique for 
upgrading the high-temperature stack bearing properties of PES.  

c. Preparing Techniques Regardless of its high temperature execution, PES is 
promptly prepared on regular hardware. The greater part of the trim, 
expulsion, and get done with operations related with thermoplastic creation 
are relevant to PES. Before soften preparing, PES ought to be dried for 3 hr at 
150°C. Inability to dry the material yields segments with gurgling or sur-
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confront streaking. Such unattractive impacts are not related with polymer 
breakdown and segments rejected for tasteful reasons can be re-worked. The 
level of PES revise, which can securely be utilized rehashed, is 30$. More 
elevated amounts can be utilized relying upon the capacity c the segment and 
the quantity of adjust passes. Machine barrel temperatures ought to be in the 
scope of 340-390°C, and for infusion forming a shape temperature around 
150° is suggested. Albeit colder molds have been utilized to create PES part 
such trim conditions can give much focused and therefore fragile parts. PES, 
at its preparing temperature, has comparative stream trademark to 
polycarbonate and polysulfone (Fig. 11). Liberal full-adjusted sprues and 
runners are prescribed; on the other hand, hot runner systems can be utilized. 
Contingent upon the segment size and geometry, most entryway outlines, 
including pin and submarine, can be effectively utilized with PES. For 
expulsion, a polyethylene-sort screw is suggested with a L: D proportion in 
abundance of 20:1 and a pressure proportion of 2.5:1.0. Auxiliary and 
completing operations, for example, machining, holding, vacuum framing, and 
electroplating. Can be effectively connected to PES. 

A regular polymer such as PES is rarely entirely amorphous. PES can undergo 
solvent induced crystallization in dichloromethane under specific conditions. 
Upon crystallization, PES solubility markedly decreases because of the increase in 
interchain interactions that must be weakened before dissolution occurs. 

Improving crystallization of PES could yield a better range of properties and 
therefore applications. Chlorinated solvents, and techniques to inhibit this 
crystallization could, in turn, be useful for specific applications where this 
crystallization issue causes problems.  

For this, a better knowledge of the crystal phase of PES and conditions that favour 
its growth is needed. The limited crystallization of regular PES and its oligomers 
is an exception in the world of rigid polymers. For example, 
polyetheretherketones (PEEKs) have a similar rigidity, but nevertheless crystallize 
extremely well, as reported in the literature. 
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graph 1 mechanical Stability (Margolis , 1985) 

Polythioethersulfones (PTES) and polyparaphenylenesulfone (PPS), which are 
also similar in chemical repeat unit and rigidity, also crystallize readily. Atwood 
et al. suggested that the combined effect of a T8 higher than that of PEEK, and a 
difference in the valence angle of C-S-C diarylsulfone versus C-C-C diarylketone 
links may explain the low PES crystallinity, whereas other authors mention the 
limited difference between glass transition temperature and melt temperature as 
the cause for the limited crystallinity observed.  

However, this behaviour may also be related in part to the adopted crystal phase 
conformation. Polyethylene terephthalate is usually obtained in an amorphous 
form. Which does not crystallize easily unless submitted to annealing. stretching, 
or solvent-induced crystallization.  

It has been proposed that the key in its amorphous phase stability lies in the fact 
that the lowest energy conformation is not the all-trans conformation found in the 
crystal form and favoured by packing interactions, but a gauche conformation.  

A similar origin for the limited crystallization may exist for PES (Abdelkader 
Benhalima, 2012). 

d. Dimensional Stability  

PES has a low and uniform mold shrinkage for unfilled grades; this is ca. 0.6% 
and for glass-filled grades ca. 0.3%. The coefficient of linear thermal expansion, 
5.5 x 10-5/°C, is also small and uniform up to 200°C. Assuming well-molded 
components, PES shows virtually no postmold shrinkage even after prolonged 
service at 200°C. At 210°C, measurable changes will occur. PES absorbs small 
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amounts of water, but this does not lead to large dimensional changes (Margolis , 
1985). 

Appendix V Why PET can’t be manufactured in granulates for 3D 
printing    
In laser machines, the powder should stream openly, even at hoisted temperature, 
since great powder stream and spreading are required to shape each new layer 
uniformly. The PE powder was generally simple to spread over the construct 
range of the laser sintering machine. Be that as it may, contrasted with business 
polyamide12 laser sintering materials, the PE powder displayed mediocre 
flowability. Fig. demonstrates the SEM micrograph for the PE powder, which 
comprised of unpredictable and non-circular particles. Unpredictable and 
nonuniform powder morphology is known to negatively affect powder 
flowability, and the thickness and the mechanical properties of laser sintered 
parts. 

 

Figure 32: The figure shows particle arrangement (Bai, et al., 2016) 

The molecule estimate dissemination of powdered materials is essential in 
understanding its physical conduct amid the laser sintering process. The molecule 
estimate circulation of the PE powder is appeared in Fig. 3. The powder was tried 
three times to get a normal bend. Most powder lay in a solitary pinnacle range in 
the bend. The normal molecule estimate for PET powder was 231 mm, which was 
bigger than the recommended molecule measure extends for laser sintering. This 
could have a negative in-fluence on surface complete and thickness of the laser 
sintered parts.  

Amid the laser sintering process, the powder bed by and large should be warmed 
up to a temperature near the liquefying temperature, in this way it is hard to 
prepare polymers with more than one tight dissolving range by laser sintering, 
which implies that the polymer ought to have a settled and controlled softening 
temperature crest or a few close pinnacles. In Fig. 4, the PET had single 
dissolving and crystallization top, which is positive for laser sintering. The PET 
utilized as a part of the semi-crystalline polymer, which could change quickly 
from strong state to gooey fluid when warmed above Tm. Notwithstanding, 
because of larger amount of volume change on cooling through Tm, semi-
crystalline polymers display more prominent shrinkage contrasted with formless 
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materials. This prompt issues, for example, contortion of the part and part 
dimensional precision. To keep this, semi-crystalline polymer powder ought to be 
preheated and post-warmed in a temperature extend between the softening and 
crystallization temperature. In this temperature run, parts will be chilled off 
gradually and no significant part twisting will happen. Along these lines, for laser 
sintering semi-crystalline polymers, it is prescribed to have a reasonable 
temperature extend amongst liquefying and crystallization crests. Also, when 
outside particles, for example, sand, glass fiber and metals can cause stretch 
focuses that can prompt fiber harm (Bai, et al., 2016). 

Appendix VI Detailed Extrusion process  
In today's polymer industry, the most normally utilized extruder is the single 
screw extruder.  The single screw extruder can have either a smooth inside barrel 
surface, then it is known as a regular single screw extruder, or grooved feed zone, 
then it is known as a grooved feed extruder. At times, an extruder can have a 
degassing zone, required to extract, volatiles, and different gasses that shape amid 
the extrusion. Twin screw extruders may have co-turning or counter-rotating 
screws, and the screws might be intermeshing or non-intermeshing as 
schematically shown in figure. Twin screw extruders are basically utilized as 
blending and mixing and as polymerization. (Detailed extrusion process). 

 

Figure 33: Plasticizing single screw extruder (Gregory A. Campbell, 2013) 

For manufacturing of filament, a plastic extrusion is used. Plastics extrusion is a 
high-volume manufacturing process in which raw plastic is melted and formed 
into a continuous profile. Extrusion produces items such as pipe/tubing, weather-
stripping, fencing, deck railings, window frames, plastic films and sheeting, 
thermoplastic coatings, and wire insulation. 

This process starts by feeding plastic material (pellets, granules, flakes, or 
powders) from a hopper into the barrel of the extruder. The material is gradually 
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melted by the mechanical energy generated by turning screws and by heaters 
arranged along the barrel. The molten polymer is then forced into a die, which 
shapes the polymer into a pipe that hardens during cooling. 

A. Processes  
Before the material is fed into extrusion, the material should be made uniform, for 
getting quality result after manufacturing, for this the material will be sent into a 
shredder.  

Shredding process: 

A shredder is a machine or equipment utilized for destroying. Shredding systems 
are utilized to lessen the size of a given material. Shredders can be of many sorts 
considering the material being handled. There are shredders intended to help 
material decrease over a scope of reusing applications, including plastic reusing, 
e-squander reusing, scrap metal, tire reusing, and wood reusing. The destroying 
procedure produces crude material to be re-brought into assembling, and 
completed items, for example, scene mulch. Different wording is utilized to 
portray estimate lessening gear, including processors, chippers, granulators, and 
pound factories. In general, their primary capacity is to diminish the size of a 
given material. Shredders comprise dual or many hex shafts and numerous knife 
designs, once it flinches working, these shafts and knives reconfigured the plastic 
wastes in the anticipated productivity (TE, 2017). Thereafter  

Now,  

In the extrusion of plastics, the raw compound material is commonly in the form 
of nurdles (small beads, often called resin) that are gravity fed from a top mounted 
hopper into the barrel of the extruder. Additives such as colorants and UV 
inhibitors (in either liquid or pellet form)  

 

Figure 34: Plastic shredder machine (TE, 2017) 

Are often used and can be mixed into the resin prior to arriving at the hopper. The 
process has much in common with plastic injection molding from the point of the 
extruder technology though it differs in that it is usually a continuous process. 
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While pultrusion can offer many similar profiles in continuous lengths, usually 
with added reinforcing, this is achieved by pulling the finished product out of a 
die instead of extruding the polymer melt through a die. 

The material enters through the feed throat (an opening near the rear of the barrel) 
and meets the screw. The rotating screw (normally turning at up to 120 rpm) 
forces the plastic beads forward into the heated barrel. The desired extrusion 
temperature is rarely equal to the set temperature of the barrel due to viscous 
heating and other effects. In most processes, a heating profile is set for the barrel 
in which three or more independent PID-controlled heater zones gradually 
increase the temperature of the barrel from the rear (where the plastic enters) to 
the front. This allows the plastic beads to melt gradually as they are pushed 
through the barrel and lowers the risk of overheating which may cause 
degradation in the polymer. Extra heat is contributed by the intense pressure and 
friction taking place inside the barrel. In fact, if an extrusion line is running 
certain materials fast enough, the heaters can be shut off and the melt temperature 
maintained by pressure and friction alone inside the barrel. In most extruders, 
cooling fans are present to keep the temperature below a set value if too much 
heat is generated. If forced air cooling proves insufficient then cast-in cooling 
jackets are employed (gale, 2009). 

 

Figure 35 production line 

Plastic extruder cut in half to show the components at the front of the barrel, the 
molten plastic leaves the screw and travels through a screen pack to remove any 
contaminants in the melt. The screens are reinforced by a breaker plate (a thick 
metal puck with many holes drilled through it) since the pressure at this point can 
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exceed 5,000 psi (34 MPa). The screen pack/breaker plate assembly also serves to 
create back pressure in the barrel. Back pressure is required for uniform melting 
and proper mixing of the polymer, and how much pressure is generated can be 
"tweaked" by varying screen pack composition (the number of screens, their wire 
weave size, and other parameters). This breaker plate and screen pack 
combination also does the function of converting "rotational memory" of the 
molten plastic into "longitudinal memory". After passing through the breaker plate 
molten plastic enters the die. The die is what gives the final product its profile and 
must be designed so that the molten plastic evenly flows from a cylindrical 
profile, to the product's profile shape. Uneven flow at this stage can produce a 
product with unwanted residual stresses at certain points in the profile which can 
cause warping upon cooling. Almost any shape imaginable can be created so long 
as it is a continuous profile.  

The product must now be cooled and this is usually achieved by pulling the 
extrudate through a water bath. Plastics are very good thermal insulators and are 
therefore difficult to cool quickly. Compared to steel, plastic conducts its heat 
away 2,000 times more slowly. In a tube or pipe extrusion line, a sealed water 
bath is acted upon by a carefully controlled vacuum to keep the newly formed and 
still molten tube or pipe from collapsing. For products such as plastic sheeting, the 
cooling is achieved by pulling through a set of cooling rolls. For films and very 
thin sheeting, air cooling can be effective as an initial cooling stage, as in blown 
film extrusion. Plastic extruders are also extensively used to reprocess recycled 
plastic waste or other raw materials after cleaning, sorting and/or blending. This 
material is commonly extruded into filaments suitable for chopping into the bead 
or pellet stock to use as a precursor for further processing (wikipedia, Plastics 
extrusion, 2009).  

Some important things need to be consider while feeding of PET & PES 
material into hopper (here mentioned deeply) 

This feeding function occurs by gravity in most cases for single-screw extruders. 
Some feeds, if we have such as sticky powders or recycled film flakes of PET & 
PES material with a large surface to volume ratio, tend to bridge inside the hopper 
and do not drop freely from the hopper into the screw by gravity. Such non-free 
flowing feeds require a forced feeding device. A short conical screw installed 
inside the hopper, called a “crammer feeder”, is widely used for non-free flowing 
feeds.  
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Figure 36 Filament extruder 

Through research we get to know many polymers react with oxygen at high 
temperatures during extrusion, causing undesirable oxidation, degradation, or 
crosslinking of the molecules. Purging of the feed at the feed throat by an inert gas 
like nitrogen may be necessary, especially when the screw is run in a starved 
feeding mode. 
The feed throat is directly attached to the heated barrel, and it becomes hot. Feed 
materials (PET & PES) with a low melting point stick to the wall of the feed 
throat, reducing the feeding rate or completely blocking the feed stream in the 
worst case. The feed throat must be cooled by water to avoid such feed sticking 
problem.  
To achieve consistent feeding rate in terms of both a constant composition and a 
constant weight. To calculating feeding rate for PET & PES firstly need to 
consider parameters such as size and shape, and their distribution, controlling the 
bulk density (the weight divided by the apparent volume), and the internal friction 
between the feed constituents. Feeding rate also depends on solid density, the 
external friction on the metal surface, hopper design, and the feed throat design. 

Other parameters (external parameters) also important such as roughness of the 
hopper wall. A tiny amount of lubricant or additive, especially if it is coated on 
the surface of the feed, can drastically alter both the internal friction and the 
external friction. 

The driving force in flood-feeding is gravity. The opposing forces are the 
centrifugal force exerted by screw rotation and the back-flow of air flowing out of 
the screw into the hopper through the feed throat as you can see in below figure. 
Feed materials contain 30–70% air by volume, and the air is squeezed out of the 
feed as the feed is compacted into a solid bed along the screw. Continuous flow 
paths from the solid bed back to the hopper are necessary for the back-flow of the 
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air. If the flow paths are blocked, the air is entrapped in the melt. Feed forms with 
a large surface area per unit volume, such as powders and film regrinds, are prone 
to the air entrapment problem. 
Unfortunately, no mathematical model is available to simulate the feeding 
function at present. Development of a feeding model will greatly improve the 
computer simulation of extruder performance. 

Preferred conditions for the feed material to exhibit good feeding characteristics 
are:  

 Small pellet size of PET, PES in comparison to the screw channel area  

 High bulk density 

 Small surface area to volume ratio   

 Low internal friction between the pellets   

 Low external friction on the hopper surface  

 High melting point 

 

Figure 37 Material Flow 

B. Product development techniques 
The product development is strategies that apply to the design of a wide range of 
mechanical objects. The investigation of the planned procedure is a consistent 
requirement for new. Today's products have turned out to be complex to the point 
that most require a group of individuals from diverse areas to form a thought into 
equipment. The more individuals required in projects, the more noteworthy is the 
requirement for help with correspondence and structure to guarantee that nothing 
essential is ignored and customers will be fulfilled. These elements apply to a 
design issue, regardless of whether for mechanical, electrical, programming, or 
development projects (Ullman, 2003).  

a. QFD Theory 
1. Safety:  

To ensure that the extruder is safe for use, we decided to minimize the exposed 
hazard. The extruder looks innocent enough however, it's dependably possibly 
hazardous.  Safety shoes and glasses are an unquestionable requirement for 
everybody. A small die may weigh just 30 pounds, however, dropped on a foot 
unprotected by safety shoes, it could do genuine harm. The extreme heat of the die 
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speaks to another genuine hazard. Adjust dies with gloves is most safety 
precaution need to be consider.  
 
2. Size and weight:  
Extrusion is a strategy for forming in which metals or plastics are constrained 
through a die or arrangement of dies, bringing about a state of the consistent cross 
segment. With the best possible tooling, extrusions might be decreased 
or ventured. Extrusions can be either thick in a cross segment or thin and be either 
strong or hollow. The expelled stock, which can be 100 feet long or more, is then 
sliced to an advantageous stock size and utilized as particular products, get 
together segments, or as crude stock material for further handling. Extrusion size 
is communicated as a circle size which identifies with the smallest circle distance 
across which can encase an extrusion cross sections. 
 
3. Easy to clean and usable:  
Expel excess amount of plastic and undesirable stores from extruder and 
tooling. Supply bore and hand brushes, copper cloth, and non-scratch scrubbers. 
Die soap and flakes are extraordinary helps for sheet and cast film dies. Fluidized 
showers can be utilized for cleaning breaker plates, small tooling, and small 
screws proficiently and without harming the metallurgical properties of the thing 
being cleaned.  
 
4. Suitable to all materials:  
Extruder should be suitable for PES as well as PET, however it reduced in 
investment cost of equipment, labor cost, additional setup.   
 
5. Affordable:  
Filament extruders are not very cheapest so for that need to utilize them a 
considerable amount to get a decent quantifiable profit. Filament extruders 
additionally require a decent measurement of 3D printing background and 
specialized learning to be worked productively. Nevertheless, for innovative 
makers, professional clients or fab lab supervisors, filament extruders are 
unquestionably an intriguing investment to consider.  
 
6. Quick extrusion:  
Manufacturing the filament at greater speed is one kind of quick extrusion 
process. For example, one kilogram of PET or PES material has taken time to 
extrude around 1 hr., But, total production waste material PES and PES in terms 
of tones. It might be difficult to extrude by required time.    
 
7. Maintaining material properties:  
Extruder should maintain property of material before the extrusion as well as after 
the extrusion. Once the liquid plastic reaches the end of the barrel, it is 
constrained through a screen pack and fed into the encourage pipe that prompts 
the die. The screen, strengthened by a breaker plate because of high weights in the 
barrel, serves to evacuate contaminants that might be available in the liquid 
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plastic. The porosity of the screen, the number of screens, and the different 
elements can be controlled until uniform softening happens thus of the 
appropriate measure of the back pressure. Once in the feed pipe, the liquid metal 
is sustained into a die cavity, where it cools and solidifies. To assist the cooling 
procedure, the recently shaped plastic gets a fixed water shower. 
Because of plastic sheeting expulsions, cooling rolls supplant the water shower.  
 
8. Automatic filament winding:  
The filament winder is an absolute necessity for anybody utilizing an extruder as 
it upgrades the fiber resistances and winds all the extruded filament conveniently 
onto a spool. Basically, expel the spool and interface it straight to your 3D 
printer. It likewise uses a sensor and laser module which is programmable, it 
computes the filament speed by observing the height of the fiber being extruded, 
thus adjusting the speed of the spool engine to give tangle free winding. 
  
9. Recyclable:  
Reusing existing 3D printing materials, utilizing materials that are as of now 
reused as 3D printing materials, utilizing bioplastics, and reusing on the area. 
 
10. Quality of filament  
A printer with a decent extruder can deliver amazing prints over an extensive 
variety of plastics. What a printer can't do, is record for changes in filament 
diameter. The finest alignment and most carefully created printing profile amount 
to nothing when your extruder pulls in fiber that is somewhat thicker or slenderer 
than anticipated. The surface quality of your print endures, extruders stick, and 
prints can come up short. While analyzing the nature of fiber there are two things 
to search for; the Precision of the Diameter to which the plastic is extruded and 
the roundness of the filament. You ought to discover filament that is both reliably 
round and predictable in its measurement along the length of the spool.  
 
11. Consistent filament diameter  
It should be consistent filament diameter after the extrusion process. Consistency 
of filament determines quality of product in 3D printers.  
  
12. Preventing from environment:  
As you can see, PES and PET are hygroscopic in nature. These two material has 
tendency to react with moisture present in the air. However, it should be keep in 
enclosed vacuum bag or isolated box.   
 
13. Meter indicators:  
Meter indicators are one of the most important requirement for extrusion process. 
If there is new material such as PET and PES, it might be difficult to get proper 
result at once. So, material indicators help to understand the temperature 
variations and number of revolution of stepper motor.  
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14. Energy consumption:  Heating element of the extruder at certain temperature 
it consumes a lot of electrical power. Selection of suitable heating element 
material, it causes to reduce consumption of energy. Furthermore, what kind of 
motor used for rotating screw of extruder, its effect on consumption of electricity.  

15. Colorants:  
Colors often look different depending on which device you are viewing it from. It 
is likewise worth recollecting that a few fibers will really print an alternate 
shade/tone of its unique shading when subjected to warm amid the printing 
procedure. Some manufactured filaments additionally give the relating RAL color 
code.  

Results of QFD: 

The most important customer requirements include suitable to all materials, 
affordable, quick extrusion, maintain material properties, consistent filament 
diameter, and preventing from outside environment. Furthermore, the purpose of 
this project is to design an extrusion process that is suitable to all materials and 
have extrusion rate with efficient cooling system as well as cooling rate.  As the 
material is production waste, therefore investment cost and capital cost should be 
less expensive.   

Engineering specifications related to manufacturing filament extrusion are of high 
importance. These included specifications such as extrusion rate, drying process, 
uniform pellet size, Temperature, cooling type and rate. Other important customer 
requirements include automatic filament winding, quality, meter indicator. 
Because these customer requirements and engineering specifications are most 
important. Decided to concentrate on satisfying them during the conceptual design 
process.  
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Table 18 QFD 
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b. Concept Generation 
1. Functional analysis:  

To begin the concept generation stage, firstly it is important to understand the 
basic functions of Filament Extrusion. Listed all the functions performed for the 
Filament extruder. Took filament manufacturing, as the task function because that 
is the overall function of the product. Next categorised all the basic functions, 
those required to accomplish the task of filament extrusion. These include 
shredding material, blending, drying of the material, extruding the material and 
filament winding. Primary supporting functions include extruding the material for 
that elaborated until the function is fulfilled by the mere existence of an object to 
physical part. For example, filament winding can be expanded up to spool rotating 
and measurement, it can’t be expanded more. The functional diagram summarises 
the result of this process as shown in fig below. 

Table 19 flow chart representing functions 

 

b.1. Morphological functions description 
Drying Process: 

For drying the material, there are two options, compressed air-drying process and 
hot air-drying process. The task of compressed air drying is to diminish measure 
of moisture contained in the compressed air to characterize residual value. 
Whereas hot air dying process will be carried through, inside the dryer, hot dry air 
is directed into the base of the container containing the sap with the goal that it 
streams up through the pellets, expelling dampness on its way. The hot wet air 
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leaves the highest point of the container and is first go through an after-cooler, 
since it is less demanding to expel dampness from cool air than hot air. The 
subsequent cool wet air is then gone through a desiccant bed. Finally, the cool dry 
air leaving the desiccant bed is re-warmed in a procedure radiator and sent back 
through similar procedures in a shut circle.  

Sheet metal Housing: For housing of extrusion equipment, three choices were 
made i.e., Sheet metal, Plastic, and wood. Firstly, Sheet metal, it offers good 
corrosion resistance, temperature resistance while maintaining formability and 
weldability.  And rich availability. Secondly, Plastic, the advanced plastic which 
can resist high temperature apparently cheap and reducing weight, processing 
time of manufacturing and are recyclable too. Thirdly, Wood, readily available, 
less cost and will decrease the weight, also support easy of manufacturability.  

Guide raw material in extruder:  

Feeding of the material is one thing which needed to be improved for material to 
avoid moisture and other water particles absorption. For this purpose, chosen 
three options depending on feeding type, further improvements to be done, and 
relatively cost as it is production waste and one motive is to reduce cost. Firstly, 
hopper it is extremely found in all filament extrusion company’s due to its wide 
shape, structure that enables to get uniform extrusion rate and to decrease friction. 
Secondly, rounds funnel for effective flow and cost considerations. Furthermore, 
Channel for stream like flow. 

Heating element material 

Chosen 3 options depending on the function, cost and availability and energy 
consumption i.e., Aluminium, copper, & graphite. 

Extrude filament: for extrusion of filament 2 choices are made, i.e., hole type 
and Die nozzle. Hole type for less cost and easy manufacturing. Die nozzle for 
effective consistent flow of filament, die is preferred. Die can be adjusted 
depending on the physical factors. The shrinkage phenomenon can be avoided. 
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Morphological Matrix: 

Table 19 Morphological matrix 

Functions/ 
parts 

Function  Function 2 Function 3 

Remove 
moisture, 
fumes, or 
water 
particles 

(drying 
process) 

Compressed drying 

 

Figure 37compressed dryer 

Hot air drying  

 

Figure 38 hot air drying 

- 

Housing 
material  

Sheet metal 

 

Figure 39 sheet metal 
material 

Plastic  

 

Figure 40 plastic material 

Wood 

 

Figure 41 wood casing 

Feeding 
material  

Hopper  

 

Figure 42 hopper 

Round funnel  

 

Figure 43 round funnel 

Channel 

 

Figure 44 channel 

Transporting 
material  

Single screw  

 

 

Figure 45 single screw 
extruder 

  Twin screw 

 

 

Figure 46 Twin screw 

 

   Co-Kneader  

 

 

 

Figure 47co- kneader 
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Screw 
material  

Titanium  

 

Figure 48 Ti material 

Stainless steel 

 

Figure 49 stainless steel 

Ceramic  

 

Figure 50 ceramic material 

Guide 
filament  

Cylindrical duct  

 

Long tube  

 

 

Figure 52 long tube 

Steel collar 

 

 

Figure 53 steel collar 

Heating 
element 
material  

Aluminium  

 

Figure 54 Aluminium 

Copper  

 

Figure 55 Copper 

Graphite  

 

Figure 56 graphite 

Heating 
element 
mechanism  

Electrical  

 

Figure 57 electrical system 

Peltier  

 

Figure 58 peltier 

Fluid  

 

Figure 59 fluid 

Extrude 
filament  

Hole  

 

Figure 60-hole type 

Die nozzle 

 

Figure 61 Die nozzle 

 

Figure 51 cylindrical 
duct 
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Cooling  Fan  

 

Figure 62 Fan system 

 Coolant  

 

Figure 63 coolant 

 

Fluid 

 

Figure 64 Fluid system 

Winding the 
filament  

Stepper motor  

 

Figure 65 Stepper motor 

Gear system  

 

Figure 66 gear system  

 

Central motor  

 

Figure 67 central motor 

Detach spool  Snap tabs  

 

Figure 68 Snap tabs 

Holding spool 

 

Figure 69 holding spool 

End caps  

 

Figure 70 End caps 

Measuring 
filament 
diameter 

Sensor  

 

Figure 71 sensor system 

Linear 

 

Figure 72 Linear 
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b.2. Initial concepts 
Table 20 concept 2 

 

Table 21 concept 3 
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Table 22 concept 4 

 

Table 23 concept 5 
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Table 24 concept 6 

 

Table 25 concept 7 
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Table 26 concept 8 

 

Table 27 concept 9 
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Table 28 concept 10 

 

Table 29 concept 11 
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Table 30 concept 12 

 

Table 31 concept 13 
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Concept 14: 

 

Figure 73 concept 14 

Concept 15: 

 

Figure 74 concept 15 

Concept 16: 

 

Figure 75 concept 16 
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Concept 17: 

 

Figure 7627 concept 17 

c. Concept Evaluation 
Pugh Chart iterations 

Iteration 1: 

Table 32 Pugh chart Iteration 1 

 

Iteration 2: 
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Table 33 Pugh chart Iteration 2 

 

Pugh matrix iteration 3 

Table 34 iteration 3 
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Appendix C.1. Selected concept detailed explanation 
The concepts were drawn using morphological matrix and after that in concept 
evaluation phase feasibility of concepts was monitored, and applying Pugh matrix 
to feasible concepts, finally 4 concepts were in choice, below listed is rank 1 
concept,  

After shredding is done, the next phase in filament production line (see appendix) 
is material drying process, for drying the material a compressed type drying 
equipment is chosen because of its adaptability to versatile materials (in this case 
for both materials), size, and equipment cost. The extrusion outer casing will be 
made of sheet metal since wide temperature resistance, safety, and readily 
available also to provide strength to the base of the equipment. In the production 
system after materials are dried, the material is drawn into hopper i.e., feeding 
process. The hopper made of aluminium is selected because of its easy 
construction, ability to send the material at uniform rate, hold large quantity of 
raw material and relatively low price. A single screw type extruder made up of 
stainless steel would be best choice for production waste materials due to various 
factor such as easy flow of material from hopper to die i.e., friction problems and 
colliding of materials particles will be reduced, to get uniform heating and cooling 
of material in combustion phase, also to sustain the high temperatures and low 
apparatus cost. To support the screw a cylindrical duct made up of steel is brought 
into the concept to provide shield to screw also in considering clearances to 
decrease friction and colliding of materials and importantly safety from high 
temperature processing. To control the temperature a heating element made up of 
copper is preferred than aluminium because of greater temperature resistance of 
cu and relatively low power consumptions. Die nozzle is fitted to the cylindrical 
duct; the nozzle has changeable dies from getting various diameter i.e., 1.75 and 
4mm diameters. And die nozzle is preferred for getting consistent filament 
diameter. The materials both PET and PES crystallizes slowly therefore needs 
quick cooling, dual fan cooling System shown in fig., is utilised for cooling at rate 
required for the materials. An automatic diameter measuring gauge with stepper 
motor for measuring the diameter of the filament, if the diameter is incorrect the 
stepper motor automatically adjusts the stretching and pulling from the die, 
therefore consistent filament diameter is achieved. Holding spool is suitable for 
rotating the filament around the spool without any loose contact and breaking in 
the filament manufactured, thus the filament will be ready for additive 
manufacturing application.      
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Figure 77: Filament Extruder in Exploded view 

d.1. Other possible concepts  
Table 35 Rank 2 concept 

Function  Part/Material 

Drying process Hot air drying  

Housing  Sheet metal 

Feeding material  Channel 

Transport material Single  

Screw material  Titanium 

Guide filament  Cylindrical duct  

Heating element material  Aluminium  

Heating element mechanism  Electrical  

Extrude filament  nozzle  

Cooling  Fan  

Wind filament  Gear system 

Detach spool  Holding spool 

Measuring filament diameter Sensor 
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Table 36 rank 3 concept 

Function  Part/Material 

Drying process Hot air  

Housing  Sheet metal 

Feeding material  Channel 

Transport material Twin 

Screw material  Stainless steel  

Guide filament  Steel collar 

Heating element material  Graphite  

Heating element mechanism  fluid  

Extrude filament  Die nozzle 

Cooling  Fan  

Wind filament  Gear system 

Detach spool  Holding system 

Measuring filament diameter Sensor 

 

Table 37 Rank 4 concept 

Function  Part/Material 

Drying process Compressed air  

Housing  Sheet metal 

Feeding material  Hopper 

Transport material Single screw 

Screw material  Stainless steel  

Guide filament  Cylindrical duct  

Heating element material  Copper 

Heating element mechanism  Electrical  

Extrude filament  Nozzle  
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Cooling  Fan  

Wind filament  Stepper motor 

Detach spool  Snap tabs 

Measuring filament diameter Sensor  

e. Hand sketches & CAD Diagrams  
Hopper Design: 

         

  

CAD Diagrams 
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Cylindrical Duct: 

 

Screw Design: 

Designing calculation part: 

The single screw extruder can be divided into three main zones: 
 The solids conveying zone 
 The melting or transition zone 
 The metering or pumping zone 

Typical extruder dimensions and relationships (A. W. Birley, 1992) 

L/D Length to diameter ratio 

Standard sizes of screw extruders are 11/2, 2, 21/2, 3, 41/2, 6, and 8 (Barrel 
diameter)  

20 or less for feeding or melt extruders 
25 for blow molding, film blowing, and injection molding 
30 or higher for vented extruders or high output extruders 
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Screw compression ratio: 

Figure 78 Screw dimensions 

 

Compression ratio between two depths depend on feed channel depth and 
metering channel depth 

Compression ratio = feed channel depth / metering channel depth 

For example: 
Feed channel depth is 20.5mm and metering channel depth is 6.2mm what is 
compression ratio? 
Solution: Compression ratio: = feed channel depth / metering channel depth 
=20.5/6.2=3.3/1. 
The compression ratio of a three-zone screw can be considered as the most 
fundamental parameter when preparing distinctive polymeric materials with 
various viscoelastic properties. This proportion is regularly in between of 1.5:1 
and 4.5:1. A few polymers essentially run better on screws with a 2.5:1 
compression ratio, while different materials prepare better on screws with a 4:1 
compression ratio. Regularly supposed broadly useful (GP) screws with a 
proportion of around 2.5-3:1 are utilized which are appropriate for a more 
extensive scope of materials. Screw compression ratio for some of the plastics 
such as 
For PET compression ratio, in between 2.5:1 and 3.5:1 

For PES, compression ratio in between 3.0:1 and 4.0:1 

North American plastics manufacturers generally report compressive yield 
strength, the stress measured at the point of permanent yield, zero slope, on the 
stress-strain curve. Ultimate compressive strength is the stress required to rupture 
a specimen. Materials such as most plastics that do not rupture can have their 
results reported as the compressive strength at a specific deformation such as 1%, 
5%, or 10% of the test sample's original height (Gregory A. Campbell, 2013) 

Helix angle: 
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The helix angle is the angle of a screw flight relative to a plan perpendicular to the 
screw plane. Although the helix angle is not commonly altered from the standard 
square pitch, such a change can have a significant impact on processing.  

The standard helix angle for most injection and extrusion screws is 17.6568º and 
is calculated as follows (a square pitch screw): 

Figure 79 screw angles 

 

Helix Angle = arctangent of Lead/∏ x Diameter 
17.65° for a square pitch screw where Ls= D 
New trend: 0.8 < Ls/D < 1.2 

Channel depth in the metering section (h) 
 
(0.05–0.07) D for D < 30 mm 
(0.02–0.05) D for D > 30 mm 

Velocity of barrel for PET 

Vb = Barrel velocity (relative to screw speed) =  DN 
0.5 m/s for most polymers 
0.2 m/s for unplasticized PVC 
1.0 m/s for LDPE 

N Screw speed  
1–2 rev/s (60–120 rpm) for large extruders 
1–5 rev/s (60–300 rpm) for small extruders 

Single screw extruder Cad diagrams: 
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Extruder Typical hand sketches with cad diagrams: 

        

           

 

CAD Diagrams: 
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f. Functions vs equipment’s needed with cost (Continuation from results) 
Table 38 Functions vs equipment needed Continuation  

Plastic 
extrusion 

Extruder 

 

Figure 80 Filament extruder 

Temperature
, Pressure, 
RPM,  

Cooling rate, 
filament 
Diameter  

1100$ 

Filament 
winding  

Winders 

 

Figure 2881 filament winder 

Motor RPM, 
Spool 
capacity in 
Weight,  

Filament 
Diameter 
measuring 
gauge  

500$ 

Manufacturin
g of 3D 
printed 
product  

3D printers 

 

Layer 
thickness,  

Extruder 
speed, 

Removable 
Bed, 

Heated bed,  

Small 
Printers: 
200 to 
500$ 

 

For high 
industrials 
use 
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Figure 82 :3D printer 

Wide 
temperatures  

ranging 
above 
15000$ 

For Quality 
Testing such 
as surface 
roughness, 
properties  

 

Figure 83 profilometer 

For Surface 
roughness, 
surface 
profilers are 
used 

For 
properties, 
Destructiv
e test be 
performed 
such as for 
tensile, 
hardness 
etc., 

 

Appendix VII Analytical calculation  

Example: A director has chosen to purchase another 88.9 mm (3.5 inch) 
measurement universally useful extruder to extrude products utilizing a few 
distinctive low-thickness polyethylene (LDPE) resins. The manufacturer has 
shown that the bite the dust section weight will be 12.4 MPa. Both sellers utilized 
nominal viscosity information for a business LDPE resin at a temperature of 210 
°C while doing their forecasts since the manager had not yet settled on the resins 
or manufacturer for the new materials. The manager has indicated that the 
extruder must run flood-fed at a most extreme rate of 250 kg/h. flood feeding 
alludes to the operation of the extruder with resin covering the sink the feed 
hopper. In this operation, increasing the screw speed will increase the rate of the 
procedure. The shear thickness determined was 2000 Pa∙s. The melt density for 
LDPE pitch at 210 °C is 0.75 g/cm3. The screw was determined with a 6-
measurement since a long time ago encourage area with a consistent channel 
profundity of 16.51 mm, a 9-diameter long transition section, and a 9 diameter 
across long metering section 16.51 with a steady channel profundity of 5.08 mm. 
The screw lead length is 1.2 times the screw measurement at 107 mm and the 
screw flight width opposite to the flight edge is 9.0 mm. The extruder maker has 
expressed that the extruder is fit for a most extreme screw speed of 108 rpm. Will 
this extruder meet the desired rate of the manager for the LDPE resin? (Gregory 
A. Campbell, 2013) 
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 = Total mass rotational flow 

H = the depth of the channel 
 

= Shape factor for plane couette flow 
 
N = screw speed= 108 rpm (N = 1.80 rev/s), 

= barrel diameter =88.9mm 
=  Helix angle at the barrel = 21°   

Most extruder rates are measured in mass per unit time; the term   is 
characterized as the mass rotational flow 
 

=
 

2
 

P = flight starts = 1 
 

= Melt density at the average fluid temperature of the resin = 750 Kg/  at 
210°C 

= z component of the screw velocity at the barrel wall =?            
 
W = Average channel width =? 
 
H = the depth of channel = 5.08mm 
 

= Shape factor for plane couette flow 
 

= N  
 
N = Screw speed = 108 rpm = 1.80 rev/s 
 

= barrel diameter =88.9mm 
 

=  Helix angle at the barrel = 21°   
 

=
 

 

 

=  tan
×   

 

    

=  tan
107

×  88.9 
 

                                                                           = 21°  
 
Flight tip velocity at barrel wall   = N  
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                                                            =  ×  1.80 ×  88.9 × cos 21° 
 
                                                            = 469.27 mm/s 
 
Average channel width (W) 
              

                                                                                W =   

 
1.   =   

=  −    

=  −  

 

=  21 − 9 

 
= 90.88 mm 
 

2.  = −    

 

=  −  

 

=
  ( − 2 )

 

 

=
107

  (88.9 − 2(5.08))
= 0.4325 

= tan (0.4325) = 23.4 

= (
107

1
 cos 23.4° × 9) 

= (107× 0.9177) −9 

= 98.19 –  9 

                                                      = 89.19 

     Average channel width   = W =    

=
. .

 = 90.035mm=0.090m 

Shape factor  

                               = ∑  , , tanh ×
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= 
× .

× .
    tanh (

× × .

 .
) +   

× .

× .
   tanh

× × .

 .
+

  
× .

× .
    tanh (

× × .

 .
) 

=0.755 

Lastly, Mass rotational flow  

=
 

2
 

                                                                 = 
× . × . × . × × .

 

                                                 =0.059 kg/sec= 0.059× 3600=212.4kg/hr 

Mass flow pressure flow  

                                           

=
 
12 η

  

= 1 −
192 1

 
, ,

tanh
   
2 

 

                                                         

                                                          = 1 −
× .

× .
tanh

 .  

 × .
+

                                                               
× .

× .
tanh

 .  

 × .
  +

                                                               
× .

× .
tanh

 .  

 × .
 

                                                            = 0.96 

2. Shear viscosity (η) considering 2000 Pa.s. 

 Shear viscosity = 
 

 
 = 2000 Pa. s 

3. Pressure gradient ( ) 

Discharge pressure = 12.4MPa 

l = axial length of metering section = 0.8m 

                                       =
 

=
.  ×

.
  = 5.549 

=
1 × 750 × 0.09 × (5.54 × 10 ) × 0.96 × (5.54 × 10 )

12 × 2000
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                                    = 0.0002 kg/s 

                                    = 7kg/hr 

Total mass flow rate 

                              Q= − =  −  = 217.4 − 7 = 205.4 /ℎ   

Appendix VIII 3D printing Technology  

VIII.1 Best Possible 3D printers (continuation for results): 

Table 39 Possible 3D printer’s continuation… 

 4. Lulzbot Taz 6 

 

Figure 84 lulzbot Taz 6 

2800$ 

5. BCN3D Sigma R17

 

Figure 85 sigma 3D printer 

1500$ 

6. Lulzbot Mini 

 

Figure 86 lulzbot mini 

1400$ 

7.  CEL RoboxDual 

 

Figure 87 Dual 3D printer 

1500$ 
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Industrial 3D printers (continuation…) 

VSHAPER 270 

 

Figure 88 PES recommended 3D printer 

Saving the planet: 

The last and conceivably the most noteworthy advantages of 3D printing may end 
up being ecological. Today, huge amounts of oil and different assets are utilized 
to move items around the planet, with many things voyaging hundreds or 
thousands of miles before they come into our ownership. Given the expanding 
weight on normal asset supplies – also plausible measures to attempt furthermore, 
battle environmental change – inside 10 years or two such mass transportation 
might be neither practical nor socially adequate. Nearby manufacture on-request 
could hence end up being 3D printing's long-haul executioner advantage. 
Notwithstanding encouraging advanced question transportation, 3D printing is 
likewise conceivably much more ecologically inviting than many types of 
customary mechanical generation. This is basically because it depends on 'added 
substance producing'. In different words, while numerous conventional generation 
procedures begin with a piece of material and cut, machine, document, penetrate 
or something else expels bits from it in a subtractive manner, 3D printing begins 
with nothing and includes just the material that the last question requires. 
Computerized fabricating utilizing 3D printers can in this manner result in 
considerable crude material funds.  

At the point when last item parts are 3D printed, producers can likewise enhance 
their plans so that each part expends the base of materials. 3D printed plastic or 
metal parts can, for instance, be outlined with inside air holes or open cross 
section work that can't be manufactured inside a protest delivered utilizing 
customary generation systems. Such a configuration approach likewise enables 
lighter parts to be made – a producing opportunity that the airplane business is 
exceptionally quick to take forward. As a last natural advantage, 3D printers may 
discover noteworthy application in the generation of extra parts.  
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Today, when most things break they can't be repaired as saves are essentially not 
accessible. Regardless, with to an ever-increasing extent 3D printer close by, the 
open door will soon exist to manufacture whatever parts are expected to retouch a 
considerable number of broken things. Today, a large portion of despite 
everything us grasp a culture of mass superfluity that supports the relegation of 
broken belonging to landfill as opposed to customary item repair. However as 
common assets lessen, throughout the following couple of decade’s states of mind 
and practices should change. At any rate to some extent, it might likewise turn out 
to be 3D printing that encourages our arrival to a public in which we progressively 
select to repair as opposed to supplant (Barnatt, 2013). 

Different types of 3D printing technology (K. G. Swift, 2013): 

There are distinctive 3d printing technologies that were produced to construct 3D 
structures and prototype. Some of them are extremely famous these days; others 
have been dominated by competitors. There are different types of 3D printing 
technology or some may call them types of 3D printers, 

Stereo lithography (SLA): 
A mirror guides a low-control laser shaft to follow a thin 2D cross-segment in a 
fluid photopolymer pitch that is put away in a manufacture chamber. Through the 
procedure of photo polymerization, a layer of solidified and cured 3D pixels of 
polymer are made, a procedure which just happens close to the surface because of 
ingestion and diffusing of the laser pillar. The fabricate stage is let down a sum 
equivalent to the thickness of the beforehand cured layer, and a sweeper sharp 
edge moves crosswise over renewing a layer of pitch. The laser follows out the 
following 2D cross-area and the procedure is rehashed. The self-glue property of 
the material utilized makes the layers bond and, after many layers have been 
cured, a 3D section is developed. The finished part is depleted, washed in 
dissolvable to evacuate abundance tar and subjected to UV light to cure the 
segment totally, after which bolster developments are expelled by cutting (Marion 
Dehurtevent Lieven Robberecht b, 2017),  

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 
Process Description: A powerful laser bar coordinated by a mirror is utilized to 
sinter powdered material in thin 2D cross-areas. The powder is in a fixed chamber 
with a nitrogen climate to forestall oxidation. It is pre-warmed utilizing infrared 
radiators to a temperature just beneath the softening temperature of the powdered 
material. The manufacture stage is dropped down a sum equivalent to the 
thickness of the sintered layer. A roller recharges the layer of powder from nearby 
powder supply chambers, the laser follows out the following 2D cross-area, and 
the procedure is rehashed until the point that a 3D structure is developed. 
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Overabundance powder not sintered on each layer goes about as a support for the 
part being manufactured. The part is evacuated and overabundance powder is 
expelled by brushing or vacuuming, (3dprintingfromscratch, 2017) 

  

Figure 89 SLS 3D printing Technology  Figure 90 SLS 3D printed part 

 

Figure 91 SLS working 

Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)  

Process Description: Sheet material covered with a glue is moved into the 
construct zone utilizing an encourage roll and weight is connected utilizing a 
warmed roller to attach to the layer underneath. The sheet is cut utilizing a CO 2 
laser pillar coordinated by a mirror and optic heads to make the required 2D 
profile. The manufacture stage is dropped down a sum equivalent to the thickness 
of the layer made and the procedure is rehashed, developing a 3D section. 
Abundance sheet encompassing the 2D profile is crosshatched with the laser for 
less demanding evacuation (slashed away in areas later) and the rest of the sheet is 
moved away on a waste take-up roll. The completed part is expelled and is 
regularly sanded down to enhance the surface complete and after that fixed  
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Figure 92 LOM Technology 

 

FDM: 

a. Process: 

FDM begins with a software process which processes an STL file (stereo 
lithography file format), mathematically slicing and orienting the model for the 
build process. If required, support structures may be generated. The machine may 
dispense multiple materials to achieve different goals: For example, one may use 
one material to build up the model and use another as a soluble support structure, 
or one could use multiple colours of the same type of thermoplastic on the same 
model. The model or part is produced by extruding small flattened strings of 
molten material to form layers as the material hardens immediately after extrusion 
from the nozzle. A plastic filament or metal wire is unwound from a coil and 
supplies material to an extrusion nozzle which can turn the flow on and off. There 
is typically a worm-drive that pushes the filament into the nozzle at a controlled 
rate. The nozzle is heated to melt the material. The thermoplastics are heated past 
their glass transition temperature and are then deposited by an extrusion head. The 
nozzle can be moved in both horizontal and vertical directions by a numerically 
controlled mechanism. The nozzle follows a tool-path controlled by a computer-
aided manufacturing (CAM) software package, and the part is built from the 
bottom up, one layer at a time. Stepper motors or servo motors are typically 
employed to move the extrusion head. The mechanism used is often an X-Y-Z 
rectilinear design, although other mechanical designs such as deltabot have been 
employed. Although as a printing technology FDM is very flexible, and it can 
deal with small overhangs by the support from lower layers, FDM generally has 
some restrictions on the slope of the overhang, and cannot produce unsupported 
stalactites (Felix Lederle, 2016) 
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b. Materials 
The material most commonly used on desktop FDM 3D printers is PLA. PLA is 
easy to print with and can produce parts with finer details. When higher strength, 
ductility and thermal stability is needed, ABS are commonly used. ABS are more 
prone to warping (due to shrinkage) and the geometry of the printed part can 
prohibit its use, especially in machines that do not have a heated chamber. 
Another alternative material that is rising in popularity is PETG, which has 
material characteristics comparable to ABS and is easy to print with. These three 
materials are suitable for most 3D printing applications, from prototyping for 
form, fit and function to low-volume production of models or functional parts 
(Bournias-Varotsis, Industrial FDM vs. Desktop FDM, 2017). 

Process Variations  

 Some procedure variations utilize pellet type of the fabricate material 
instead of filament.  

 Support materials are either water-dissolvable or split away. 

Economic Considerations   

 Fabricate speeds are moderate (to medium), however reliant on cross-area 
measure.  

 Lead times are 1–2 weeks.  

 Material use is high.  

 Both support and construct material are modestly costly.  

 Practical for low generation keeps running of little segments and unique 
cases.  

 Hardware costs for the most part low to direct.  

 Coordinate work costs are low.  

 Completing expenses are low to direct.  

 Bolster material evacuation and surf pro completing are run of the mill 
post-preparing operations.  

Typical Applications  

 Functional prototypes, e.g. for experimental testing, wind tunnels, etc.      

 Product concept models.     

 Patterns and cores for casting processes.     

 Rapid tooling.      

 Medical models. 

Design Aspects: 

 Complex and complex 3D sections made with CAD.  
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 Support structures must be planned and created for undermines and 
overhanging highlights. Backings can appear as boxes, roofs, or networks.  

 Part ought to be orientated in the assemble chamber to diminish the 
measure of bolster structures. More suited to little volume, medium 
segment parts.  

 Difficult to construct thin divider areas, intense edges, or sharp edges in 
vertical plane because of contact weight with expelled globule from spout, 
which could cause twisting.  

 Can create inner structures in the part to spare weight/volume, e.g. a cross 
section structure. Solvent bolster material is required.  

 Conventional machining procedures can be utilized for non-standard 
points of interest, e.g. strings. Anisotropy in material properties exist due 
added substance layer strategy. Quality weakest in vertical form bearing.  

 Typical rigidity is roughly 66% of the quality of a similar thermoplastic 
that has been infusion shaped. 

 Layer thickness = 0.05–0.75 mm.  

Quality Issues: 

 Control of build chamber temperature is important to minimise energy 
needed to melt the filament at the extrusion nozzle.  

 Layer thickness and build accuracy is related to the nozzle diameter. 

 Nozzle speed and material extrusion rate require control to provide 
consistent deposition rate and layer thickness.  

 ‘Stair-stepping’ features on sloping surfaces in the vertical build plane 
can be created.    Components exhibit virtually no porosity.  

 Process can be installed anywhere being non-toxic and 
environmentally safe.  

 Different colour build material can be supplied.  

 Uses materials with high structural stability, temperature, chemical and 
water resistance properties.  

 Tolerances achievable = ±0.1 to ±0.25 mm.  

 Typical surface roughness = 6–12 μ m Ra.  

 Some finishing may be required to improve surf ace finish, depending 
on application. 

Advantages of FDM techniques: Most of the companies pick the FDM 
technology; the purposes for it are the lower cost and the ease of use. Contrasted 
with different 3D printing techniques, FDM is a considerable measure less 
expensive. For the companies, it is essential to know whether creating by means 
of 3D printing technology is less expensive than using the customary method for 
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creating. The powder that is utilized as a part of SLS and the liquid for SLA are 
exorbitant for instance. Conversely, for the material that is utilized as a part of 
FDM technology, the filament, expenses are much lower. Thus, FDM technology 
is attractive towards a lot of companies. Likewise, contrasted with FDM 
technology, alternate 3D printing techniques requires more post-processing. One 
doesn't have to knock off powder or be extremely cautious with expensive liquids. 
With FDM, no post handling is required; the item is rapidly prepared for use 
(Stratasys, 2017). 

Limitation of FDM techniques: The objects printed are robust and durable 
however the procedure is tedious, particularly when contrasted with some of its 
counterparts. This technique for printing 3D object may not be very precise 

3D Printing (3DP): 

Process Description: A printing head (like those found in inkjet printers) stores a 
fluid fastener on to a powder in an assemble chamber. The powder particles move 
toward becoming reinforced together and the manufacture stage is dropped down 
a sum equivalent to the thickness of the layer made. The powder is renewed in the 
fabricate chamber from a comparative powder supply chamber neighbouring it, 
compacted, and levelled on top of the last fortified layer utilizing a roller. The 
procedure is rehashed, developing a 3D section. The finished part is cleaned of 
abundance powder and commonly impregnated with a sealant, 

Electrical Discharge Machining: Process Description The tool, usually graphite, 
and the workpiece are essentially electrodes, the tool being the negative of the 
cavity to be produced. The workpiece is vaporized by spark discharges created by 
a power supply. The gap between the workpiece and tool is kept constant and a 
dielectric fluid is used to cool the vaporized ‘chips’ and then flush them away 
from the workpiece surface Usually CNC control (Yang1, 2016).  
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Figure 93 EDM Technology (3D printing with sketchUp, 2014) 

The 3D Printing Process (3D printing with sketchUp, 2014): 

A basic overview of the 3D printing process is as follows:  

a. 3D demonstrates is made with a PC program, for example, Sketch Up.  
b. The 3D display is traded to an arrangement that a cutting project can read, 

often Stereo lithography (. stl).  
c. The STL record is stacked into the cutting project that makes guidelines 

(g-code) so that the printer knows how to make the model.  
d. The printer constructs the model, layer upon layer.  
e. There might possibly be present preparing essential on complete the 

model.  

3D printing can be contrasted with 2D imprinting in some ways. In both sorts of 
printing, a print head moves forward and backward over a print bed, keeping 
material. The distinction in 3D printing is that the material has thickness and is 
rehashed layer upon layer. Another similitude is print determination. In 2D 
printing, this is depicted as dabs per inch (DPI), though in 3D printing this is 
commonly measured in divisions of millimetres or microns. Frequently 3D 
printers have settings to print higher or bring down resolutions.  There are a wide 
range of 3D printing forms, including plastic fibre expulsion or combined fibre 
manufacture (FFF), solidifying fluid pitch polymers, powder-based frameworks, 
and lost wax throwing from 3D printed wax models. While there are more 
innovations, these are the most well-known now. 

Printing bolster material an imperative capacity of 3D printing is bolster 
material that takes into account the printing of shades. Business printers have a 
framework incorporated with the machine for bolster material. Bolster material 
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can be uncured powder on account of energy based machines, or a different 
solvent material printed at the same time on account of FFF and different 
machines. Desktop printers are normally constrained to printing underpins out of 
an indistinguishable material from whatever remains of the print, or applying 
workarounds that dispense with the requirement for bolster material. In the 
accompanying figure, you can unmistakably observe the requirement for bolster 
material in the overhanging layers, where the material would somehow or another 
be hanging over open space: 

  

Figure 94 FDM Process (3D printing with sketchUp, 2014) 

Amid the outline stage, you should consider bolster material—regardless of 
whether it is essential and how it can be evacuated. For instance, printing an 
empty box with a powder printer will mean outlining escape openings for the 
uncured bolster powder inside; notwithstanding, with FFF, escape gaps aren't 
vital. Regularly a little change in the plan stage will improve for a much last print.  

Anatomy of A 3d Printer: How Does A 3d Printer Work (Kaziunas, 2014) 
(Anderson, 2016)? 

Between the names of the parts and their capacities, it can be difficult to keep it 
all straight. Here is a brisk guide of the life structures of a 3D printer. We will 
concentrate on mechanical and electrical parts of the most widely recognized 
desktop 3D printer sort: fused filament fabrication (FFF) or fused deposition 
modeling (FDM). 

What is advantage for PET and PES in FDM technique? 

PET is polymer, common plastics, one of the most recycled plastic in the world. 
PET is semi crystalline plastics. This comes in amorphous and crystalline nature 
of material.   
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Table 40 estimated and assumed properties in 3D printers for PET and PES 

Properties of material Properties of PET and PES 

1. Lightweight  1. Given materials are lightweight  

2. Resistant to various temperatures. 2. For PET melting point approx. 
265ºC.    For PES melting point 
approx. 385ºC 

3. Insulation 3. PET and PES thermally and 
electrically non-conductive 

4.   Resistance to solvent at room 
temperature 

4. PET and PES will be stable at room 
temperatures,  

5. Adding metal fibres or carbon to 
thermoplastics will confer electrical 
conductibility. 

5.for the both materials addition of 
materials such as fibers, will definitely 
add to its improved mechanical and 
physical parameters.  

6.    Excellent replacements for metal 
objects, with significant weight 
savings. 

6. PET is recyclable material and 
compare to metal it’s cheap and more 
strength, lightweight. 

7.  Tensile strength of over 7,500 psi  

 

PET & PES Print Settings: 

Table 41 print settings 

Print Settings 

Nozzle Temperature  220+/- 10C,280+/-10 

Bed Temperature  Approx. 72C,107C 

Bed Modification Glue  

Cooling  Fan 

Layer height  0.1-0.2 MM 

Shell thickness  0.35 – 0.8 MM 

Print speed 40-80 MM/S 
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